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Watkins Glen .was 'the scene this weekend of the -annual United 
States Grand Prix. Crowds watched Emerson' Fittipald{tvin the •title 
of World Champ. The Ithacan covered all the events including a 
Volkswagon Economy run in which Ithacan Qusiness Manager Scort 
Mallory placed sixth. Full Grand Prix coverage and photos begin on 
page 9. 
. .... 
ITHACAN FOOT-BALL 
-Photo by Bruce Edelstein 
The .Ithaca College Bombers ar~ now number one - in college 
-football for private colleges. :Last -Saturday they defeated Alfred 
,28-8 to gain, this title. Read the story of page for the.play by play 
action. Story on page 2 -
',, 
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Photo by George Lang(' 
The -old folks came to college this past weekend. Some ::!500 
parents descended on the Ithaca College campus for the college ·s 
Parent's Weekend. They attended lectures, performances and 
dinners. For more information read the story on page 1. 
INSIDE.: .. 
Bomb~rs' story_ pg. 2 
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-Paren-ts W~elcend pg. 2 
-Editorial pg. 5 
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Bombers. slay A·lJTed-,.: At·-:24.; 
the young·est Ph.D ... . .,., 
vie.for first position 
By Dave Rives 
S The Ithaca College Bombers blasted Alfred University 28-8 last 
atur~ay, _cheered on to victory by a huge Parents' Weekend crowd 
h This :-vm puts IC at 4-0 and the team 1s now rated number one i~ 
t e nat10n for small colleges. They're waging a battle for the 
Lambert B?wl-the Eastern· Collegiate Athletic Conference's 
bowl for private institutions super 
The passing combination of 
Quarterback . Jerry Boyes to 
Split-l:nd Bill Bryant played a 
major roh: in the win. Bryant 
caught a 23 yard pass from 
Boyes for IC's first score, and 
also caught passes of 5 5 and 16 
yards. Bryant totaled I 77 yards 
on six catches for the afternoon, 
to break his own record of 153 
yards for receiving yardage in a 
single game. 
Despite an awesome show ot 
statistics by the Bomber offense, 
a series of costly fumbles and 
tll-t11ned penalties made things 
very frustrating for IC up until 
the finaJ minutes ol the contest. 
The lthacans fumbled the ball 
away on three of their first four 
drives. 'Fortunately, the Bomber 
defense played a s_uperb game to 
keep Alfred from scoring until 
the second half. 
"We really wanted this win," 
remarked Coach Butterfield. "I 
was extremely pleased with our 
defensive effort and poise." 
Alfred's offense also found 
the ball a bit hard to hang on to. 
A Saxon fumble set up IC's first 
TD. The lthacans recovered the 
ball on the Saxon 23, Jnd on the 
next plav. Boyes and Bryant did 
their thing for a 6-0 lead. 
Markowick's first PAT kick of 
the day was good for a 7-0 lea'd 
five minutes into the gijme. 
IC repeatedly tried to 
incre;ise their lead, but were 
twarted again and again on 
fumbles and penalties. Late in 
the first period, they drove 66 
yards to the Alfred five, only to 
have their drive stalled by a 
staunch Saxon defense and a 
missed field goal attempt. A 
blocked Saxon punt at the start 
of the second quarter was run in 
for a TD, but a clipping penalty 
( continued 011 page J 6 J 
Journalism professor Erik Fitzpatrick 
Photo by Dan Reeves 
By Fred Raker 
I am sure you are familiar 
with the phrase, "youth is 
wasted on the young." However, 
in the case of Dr. Erik 
Fitzpatrick, that old line just 
do~s not. apply. 
' 
Originally· from Illinois, it ~as 
interesting .how Dr. Fitzpatrick 
found his way east t.o Ithaca, 
New York. ."In a N.A.B. 
( National Association of 
.. Broadcasters) publication I read, 
they had a job service listed. 
After accepting my letter; thl;ly 
arranged the whole 
thing-interview and all. If I 
didn't c·ome .to Ithaca, I 
probably would have ended up 
either at Indiana University qr 
Oklahoma State." 
J. 
Dr. Fitzpatrick teaches 
Broadeast Fundamentals and 
Print Journalism. "I really like it 
here," he commented. 
Parents gain inside view of Ithaca College At the ripe old age of twenty-four (his birthday was 
yesterday), Dr .. Fitzpatrick is 
considered to be the youngest 
person in the United States to 
own a Ph,D. This is according to 
the office of lristitutional 
Research at Michigan State. 
·"However, I'm less than pleased 
with the weather." He does get 
along well with his students, 
despite wllat one could expect. 
"The students here are really 
conscientious; they're very 
involved. It's not easy being a 
professor one or two years older 
than y-our students, but I really 
think we have a mutual respect 
for one another." 
Politics professor. Marty Brownstein chats with parent In Union Buffer Lounge 
Photo by George Lange 
By Connie Albino 
The annual Parent's Weekeml · 
was held tlus pJst weekend at 
Ithaca College The event, 
attended hy more than 2.,500 
parents. was a huge success 
thanks to the diligence of the 
Parent's Weekend Committee. 
The 28-8 victory for the I.C. 
Bombers football team and the 
unusually pleasant weather 
helped to make the wee 1,end a 
memorable one tor all. 
According to Parent's 
Weekend Committee Chairman 
David /\lien, things went 
smoothly all weekend from 
registration on Fnday to brunch 
on Sunday. All the events were 
well attended and equally well 
L'njoyed. l·.ven. .the "Early (7 :00 
a.m.) Riser Jog" with President 
Phillips was able to gather a few 
hearty soub. 
Tht· parents were treated to 
numerous other events 
displaying all aspects of the 
College. The lootball game. the 
Beer Fest and the big band 
sound of Saturday night's "In 
the Mood" provided much fun 
and permitted parents to see the 
lighter side of ltfe at Ithaca. 
Many events gave parents 
keen insights mto the academil.: 
affairs of the school. Satur,day 
morning, many departments of 
the College held ac'.idemic 
"Eye-Openers". The content of 
these was left to the discretion 
Various presen·tat1ons 
consisted of slide shows, short 
talks and student 
demonstrations. The School of 
Communications offered parents 
a glimpse of AM/FM operations 
enabling them to se"e our future 
broadcasters in action. 
Also presented was a 
student-directed television 
proJect on Classical Ballet in 
addition to an exhibition of 
student photography• The 
de part men ts of Physical Therapy 
and Speech Pathology helcl 
various demonstrations showing 
equipmenf and methods of 
therapy. 
Eye-Openers· 
All of the "Eye-Openers" 
allowed the parents to gain a 
closer look and hetter 
understanding of their children's 
work at the school. 
From tf;icse "Eye-Openers" a 
great number of parents moved 
on to the Ben Light Gym for the 
.. Fact-Finders Picnic". Here, 
over box lunches, President of 
the J.C. Parent's Association 
Joseph Garcia introduced_ the 
weekend committee chairman, 
David Allen. 
After welcoming parents to 
Ithaca College. Allen discussed 
the calendar of events for the 
remainder of the weekend. Next 
to speak was I.C. President Ellis 
Phillips. Phillips' brief speech 
concerned the need for 
leadership in our country and 
the ability of the I.C. 
student-and all young people-to 
supply this leadership. Phillips 
ended by citing the vitality of 
youth as our hope for the 
future. 
English professor John Harcourt. 
Dr. Harcourt, an impressive 
speaker and an enthusiastic 
supporter of the college, talked 
prim an I y of undergraduate 
educat10n. He secs this as bein.g 
of "paramount importance" 
along with the need to create 
fle-xible academic curriculum 
which will respond to the "new 
levels of consciousness" 
surrounding us. 
Dr. Harcourt.pointed out that 
the student protests of · the 
--1 960's were reflections of 
tensions of the world ·outside the 
college campus. He cited the 
need to adapt edu·cation to the 
world around us. Profes~or 
Harcourt's talk ended on a 
,bright note. He expressed the 
opinion that the young people 
of the future "will communicate 
an intense excitement" 
Dr. Fitzpatrick, an Assistant 
Professor in communications,_ is 
in his first year of teaching. 
Attaining his B.A. 
(communications) degree at 
Western Illinois University, Dr. 
Fitzpatrick graduated this past 
summer from Michigan 
State-with his M.A. -and Ph.D. 
degrees in hand. 
Asked how he· achieved these 
most prestigious honors, the 
good doctor· replied, "It took:' 
twenty-five hours -- per quarter 
and a lot of staying up late." It 
surely was a taxing job he 
undertook and one which did 
affect him physically. "I was 
pretty run-down; but I recovered 
by taking half of a summer off." 
Happy 
In 'the classroom, Dr. 
Fitzpatrick isn't interested in 
rules or controls. "I'm _happy 
with the students. I feel they're 
much brighter than other college 
kids I've encountered." For the 
most part everything has been 
going well; although ''I'll know 
for sure at the end of the 
semester." 
Dr. Fitzpatrick is currently 
working· on a book about 
broadcast iµ'dience ,measurement 
(i.e., the 'Nielsen ·ratings). "When 
it is completed, it will be the 
only textbook in the field-that 
. is, as far as I -know.". : · · 
I· find ·this to be a most 
interesting story; a success story, 
if you will. I would even go so 
far as to say a Cinderella 
adventure. I only. hope that at 
the stroke of midnight, Dr. Erik 
Fitzpatrick does not turn back 
into a grad student! 
Brown-bag 
your education 
By Cathy Doyle populace we will be worse on professional schools are required than we are now. Students -to take electives in liberal arts. 
should be encouraged by their Students in liberal arts are also 
The second Brown Bag advisors to take courses in both able to take advantage of what 
Seminar sponsored by the liberal. arts and professional the professional schools have to · 
Provost's office was held laSt schools. Professor Kaaret ·offer. 
Thursday· The topic of. emphasized that there should be The presentations were 
discussion was the relationship. more unity between the separate followed 'by a discussion 
between the liberal arts and the schools at LC. At the present, touching on different aspects of 
professional schools. Provost l.C. is only "held together by its the relationship of the liberal 
Frank Darrow began the session plumbing." arts and the professional schools. 
with the introduction of the Professor LaRock of the One of the inain points that was 
host speakers, Professors Rita La Physical· Educa.tion department brought- out concerned 
Rock - and Raymond Kaaret. stated in her presentation that scheduling. Because of individual 
Both were laSt year's recipients I. C. was moving in that-and often conflicting scheduling 
of Distinguished Faculty. Awards. direction. She went through a policies of the different schools, 
brief history of I.C., discussing it is difficult for students to take 
Professor Kaaret, of the · the· expansion of educational a 'mixed·· schedule. · Darrow 
Politics department, exp' ressed -
opportunities. Professor ·LaRock expressed his hopes that the new 
!1is views that students need a feels that the professional incoming registrar, John 
well-rounded education. He feels schools are 'the nucleus .at I.C. ·, 
that without a we!L -educated- However; students in ,the• (continuedonpage/8) 
of each specillc department. The 
general intent of the 
"Eye-Openers" was to display to 
parents the workings of the 
department, enabling them to 
speak with professors and 
students on an informal basis. The highlight of the afternoon was an address by 
I 
/ 
/ 
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H&S .f acu,ltj dUcUI · · CRA 'affecif"·ithiica Cc>'llege 
. By David Grohman 
The Civil Rights Act (CRA) 
and its relationship to Ithaca 
College was brought sharply into 
focus last -Thursday night as 
Executive Assistant to the 
President Eileen Dickinson made 
her report to the Community 
Council. 
the three· faculfy representatives 
are from Humanities and 
Science. tenure, handbook 
The· Ithaca College offshoot 
of the l 964 CRA is . the 
Affirmative Action Program. It 
entails the percentage hiring of 
minority groups and women to 
-. College positions. 
Ms. ~ickinson said that she 
and others involved are presently. 
collecting data about all job 
openings at the College. l'his in 
itself is a large task, because no 
information of this kind has ever 
been kept before .. 
Stressing how .complicated 
the situation is> Ms. Dickinson 
expressed hope that department 
heads would keep their minds 
open in !'>iring new personnel. 
"Compliance (with· the CRA) is 
no longer optional for us," she 
stated, saying now it has become 
a reality. , 
Chairman Brown assured her 
it would be impossible to add 
more members -to one 
representative-· group without 
adding' to the others. He a!~o 
reminded her that 
representatives were chosen by 
faculty by vote. 
The motion passed with only _ 
one opposed, despite the 
concern raised by Dr. John Ryan 
(H & S), who_'felt the timing of 
Committee establishment was 
poo.r. Like many others, he 
objected to the fact that the 
Committee was established at a 
time when·· full ~chool 
representation could not be 
achieved. Chairman of Faculty 
Council George Clarkson added 
that not even the entire 
Executive Board was present to 
m~ke the decision. 
In answer, Chairman Brown 
emphasized the time element 
involved, saying that if the 
Committee· had not been 
established when it was, 1t 
probably would have been 
By Mark Engstrom 
' Two items of business were 
dispensed with at yesterday's 
meeting of the Humanities and 
Sciences ( H&S) faculty. Votes 
were taken on motions 
concerning the definition of a 
faculty member and on whether 
to support a memorandum 
issued by H&S Dean Ted Baker. 
The first agenda item dealt 
with the status of part time 
faculty members. The present 
definition of a faculty member 
that appears in the faculty 
handbook contains no provisions 
for part time faculty. As a result. 
they have no status as faculty 
members. 
manner different than what the 
majority of the faculty 
supported would be a, sign of 
poor representation. Thus the 
represerttative may find it hard 
to be re-elected to that pos1t1on 
if he or she desires to be. 
Debate was also held on the 
quest10n of whether to put part 
time faculty members on the 
committee that is investigating 
the problem of definition. It was 
felt by some that the part time 
people should be present on a 
committee dealing with their 
status. It was said that it would 
be "only fair" for people to be 
on a committee that 1s 
investigating their nghts. 
Rebuttal 
Amotionwasintroducedto In rebuttal to these 
the floor asking that the H&S sentiments it was pointed out 
representatives to the all-college that under the existing rules 
Faculty Council be instructed to there is no provision for 
move and vote for an participation. It was said that 
amendment to the faculty the committee should operate 
have been here four or five years 
from the faculty that has been 
here three years or less, and 
make the four or five year 
people immune to last spring's 
legislation. 
Two motions were narrowly 
approved concerning this 
memorandum. which was 
divided into two pa1ts. 
The first mouon called for 
surporting the dean's 
discretionary power to exclucte 
four and five year !acuity 
me mbi:rs from last sprmg"s 
legislation. The second motion 
called for supporting the dean's 
discretionary power to separate 
the granting of tenure and the 
giving of promotions to four and 
five year faculty members. The 
second motion m particular 
caused considerable debate .. 
To be promoted 
Council then di§cussed 
President Phillips' resignation, 
and what had occured over the 
summer. A ·motion was 
epresented for full Council 
approval -_of the decision to 
establish a'· Presidential Search -
Committee. 
,delayed until November. 
Under new business,· Sharon 
Staz, past President of the 
Alumni Council, spoke 
concerning the Alumni's wish to 
have more representatives on the 
Search Committee in question. 
Presently they have one 
representative, , •hich they feel is 
not fair and not m proportion to 
their numbers. 
handbook. The amendment under the existing rules, and that Baker said t11o1t 111 some case~ 
would change the present people who objected to them e1~her a departm1::nt or himself 
definition of a faculty member should think about changing the would see fit to grant tenure to a 
as it appears in the handbook to rules which govern the situation. faculty member, but not a 
include part time faculty promotion. Under the legislation 
members. After a short debate In other business the faculty of last spring, this wouldn't be 
on whether it was a good voted to approve two motions possible. To this point others 
practice to "instruct" faculty · suppotting a memorandum of argued that tenure 1s one of thi: 
council representatives on how Oean Ted Baker of H&S. Tne h_ighly regarded pcrsonnt!l 
they should. vote, the motion memora nd um dealt with actions that a college takes, 
was passed. personnel procedures with more so thall promotion. 
That decision was made by 
the Executive Board of 
1 Community Council during the 
summer. Bylaws of the Council 
demand full approval of any 
Executive Board action at the 
next meeting. 
Ms. Staz asked Council to 
recommend to the Board of 
Trustees that two more alumni 
representatives be placed on the 
Committee. Council ended their 
meeting with the compromise of 
recommending 9ne more alumni 
represent.itive ... 
regard to the granting of tenure Tt1»r ·1·0 · t Id 't l It was noted that the faculty ~ c re 1 wou n 1c proper 
and promotions. t t t · I 
coun.cil representatives are under O gran enurc wit 1out a 
no legal obligation to vote in thi: Legislation was passed last promotion, because if a person is 
manner that they have been spring to the effect that the good enough to attain tenure 
instructed, but rather a moral granting of tenure should status they should he good 
one. The point was raised by coincide with promotions. enough to be promoted. 
CHS representative Margaret 
Feldman feels the Search 
Committee is unbalanced-there 
.~~~.'.f.~vi,':"'.~~rt ?~.it'Jo~.two ~f some of the faculty. present, Under current polii.:ies, tenure is Peop~i: wh~ spoke in favor of_ however;- that · to vote in a ·: a'ot to be granted to faculty the motion said that people who 
-- hav.~ been here for four or fivi: 
l>iSCfimin.alioll at ·1c 
By Mark Engst~om . 
Plans are currently underway force, compost:d of faculty, 
members with less than five 
years employment. 'Baker's· 
memorandum would give him 
the power to separate, at his 
discretion, faculty members who 
Volkswagen run 
years have hei:n operating for a 
substantial amount of time 
under the old laws, and that at 
this point in time it wouldn't be 
fair to subject them to the new 
legisla tlon. 
to bring Ithaca College under the administration and staff. It will 
guidelines of the Affirmative 
Action Program. This program be the task forct:'s duty to assist 
affects all institutions receiving her. in updating the college 
employment and labor market federal gr~nts. 
The Affirmative Action data, in refining recruiting 
Program grew out of the Civil techniques, and to develop 
Rights Act of 1964, which. reporting forms necessary to 
A not-so-grand 
Prix 
prohibits discrimination because audit Pr O gress t O wards 
of religi_on, sex, and na.tional accomplishment of the goals of 
the· program. 
origin._ In effect, Congress was 
declaring discrimination in Budget 
private employment- to be. The program will have an 
unlawful. The Affirmative initial budget of SI0,000 with 
Action Program is designed to which to implement thi: 
eliminate discrimination in the program. Ms. Dickinson 
hiring of personnel at colleges explained that this money would 
receivingfederalgrants. probably be used for 
In the ·ran of 19572 the extraordinary recruiting 
Depa~ t men t 9 f Health,~ead of the ;!~~:~a~il~::~~l:n Program expend It uri:s nee essary to 
Education and Welfare (HEW) Photo by Scott Mallory increase the numbers of 
published guidelines for .- mjnorities and women employed 
,institutions of higher educa~ion 'Eileen Dickinson, Executive ··at the College. While ·the staff is By Leah Fackos 
to follow in implementing th~ir' Assistant to the President, was 'recruit~d from the area 
Affirmative , Action ·Programs. appointed as Affirmative Action surrounding the College, - iM Out O f a field of 19 
The ultimate_ goal of. such Officer for the College during administration and faculty are sportswriters · and editors of 
programs was- to eliminate an.y th e ~u-~,mer. It is her recruited on a national level.· college -and daily ne'wspapers, 
discrimination that . might be. responsibihty to "assure that a Extraordinary expenditures the lthaGan's own Bob Scott 
· present , in the 'hiring and · good . fai th ef(ort is made would include tra'veling expenses Mallory placed sixth last Friday 
promotion of personnel. At the· t/1,roughout the College to of P!<Sl,Ple coming to Ithaca for afternoon in the special 
time these guidelines - were achieve equal 1.,pportunity in on-c"ampus interviews from Volkswagen economy run a t 
- publishl)d, Ithaca College was.· employment." . considerable distances. Watkins Glen. This raci:, ''The 
not receiving enough grants to When tlie draft proposal for_ It was noted '--by Ms. 32-0unce of Watkins Glen" was 
make 'a. progra!U-,.h_ere necessary. I C's Affirmative Action Program·- Dickins.on that the cjty of the forerunner I to thi: big 
. 'Sini;:e that time, 'how_~yer. a was· drawn up, Ms. pickinson Elmira· had the highest ·1evel of weekend of racing that wound 
national end9wment grant tq the and Stephen Schneeweis, the minority ·unemployment in the up Sunday with the U.S. Grand 
dean of the School qf · Director · o( · Graduate Studies,' area, and that the school would Prix. 
Communications and Sever~ presentecfthe "barest bones" of probably- be -·doing extensive. -The VW Economy run 
other significa!'lt donations have the program to the civil rights . Tecruiting ""in that _area for staff (eatured drivers from three Ivy 
.· put the coll~ge in a po~tion offi.ce of HEW in -New York. The personnel. _. , League schools, six New )'.ork 
--whe~e .-an• Affirmative :Action· initial- proposals were "received·· Ms. Dickinson wilr also .be State . universities, five d_aily 
Pr~gmri' _is ·.-~q~ed. W~en· this - wa~n;tly", .and revisions t? them·. \\vo~king wit~ the ·planning and newspapers, and five other New 
posit_io_~---, became evident las.t · will ·be.· ~iled as "!,O,~lc on the. hirjng. offic!lrs..· JO~ · dt:velop an York G,olleges. The race was to 
, . _· sprin-'·_. .Char~s-. Broa~head., _an · pr_ogra_m:P.rogressest··:•."-._ · -~ _. ... :, :-:,•intercept ·system·~- new hires find the-driver that could get the 
. / __ ·~:~~~~C¥the? presiden~; be~n ;.'. . ·. Uri~~r ~he. cµp-~n~:· proposal~ ·::::)ifd __ ,-wilr have ·~r·a.uth~rity. to most mileage out of a vw Super 
-':• .. _...,t<Hleveltsp .a program_ for ~th'aca.,,:1t 1s,.t,fs.-~~ki~son S.. JobJo fohtl' ~delay·,such hires untiJ the.offil=er Beetle filled with a 32-ounce 
· - '· -~ .• ,. ·' · ...... '·... · · ,. · · "Affinn11tiv ~ ... , .1Ask \ · --.-, · : · · 
-~}t;""·~·ctl:f.H(~;i-~~i:~.,,;~_:.~~ ·,~JIP~'? ~ ~. :J-··::-{:f ~ :"~"jlt,--u~ ~ /ii/ /f::,!~~~!! ~~.~-/,.8,,J* •. ~1 •. o-~~~~a_rd fuel ·system. 
,'. -~;,!,~ 4:t·i,,-•:i~t!f~;'3';3/~;f,~;~.~-~~,,:~)"~~•y,;:!"-" U ~-'.~'.i~~~ ... 4.,-\,lo )>.,._~·H,~,. ";~ \.i,:_. H\ ~·t.A·:;~( ~ H ~ I . . . 
:;;;i,-i;tr,.)~;J:~;.~_ ?.> j?ii',-:~-> ,:'_·.; '• ·:\~:<~,::<-.-~?;{:~J]::</ • .......... ,,. •:.;.:"~:"~',.:. . ::~-· ... : ~.:./)' I \. 
Top money wmner was Dave 
Dillon of the Evening Sun of 
Norwich, N. Y. He was awarded 
$ISO and a bottle of champagne. 
His car·was sponsored by Stowe 
Volkswagon, Inc. 
In typical competitive style. 
Ithaca College and Cornell' 
University wi:re neck and neck 
throughout the race with Cornell'-
finishing in fifth place and IC in 
sixth. Ripley Motors sponsored 
both the Ithacan's and the Sun's 
entries. 
Robert Seiple walked away 
with a $20 prize and, Scott 
Mallory garnered the next' place 
with its $15 prize. 
Mallory is the lthacan's 
Business Manager, 0 and. has 
recently been pinch hitting as 
Photo nditor. A senior, Mallory 
is an Accounting major. 
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around. the. campus 
COUNCIL SAYS "NO SMOKING" _. 
In its first meeting of the academic .year, the Community Counctl 
passed a motion to add a no smoking article to section-two of the 
Judicial Code. The motion states, "Smoking shall be prohibited in 
any area where no smoking signs are posted. Violations m~y subject 
offenders to judicial action." 
The. Council also gave. its approval fo the work of its Executive 
Committee's actions relating to tru: establishment of the Presidential 
Search Committee. to the composition · of the Employee 
Deve!opment Panel and to two additions made to the.Judicial Code 
as ordered by the State. Education Department. ln response to 
request by the Alumni Association to increase alumni representation 
of the Presidential Search Committee·, the Council voted to 
recommend -to the Board that there be 'two alumni on the 
Committee. instead 'of one. 
' 
HUMAN MEMORY BA"NK 
Irv Wermont is a successful business and radio executive and 
public relations man who. al the beginning of his career:· decided 
that anyone could master his or her own mind. 
In Wermont·s spectacular program, he names as many as 300 
people in a single session after meeting each one of them only once. 
His memory is so keen and so suc1:e~~ful that he not only challeng,es 
· audience members to beat him at his game, he. can teach them how 
to do it! See Irv Wermont. The Human Memory Bank at Ford Hall, 
Saturday ·Oct. 12 at 8 p.m. This activity is FREE..and is sponsored 
by Student Activities Board. --
FIRESIDE. ROSENBERG PUBLISH 
llarvcy Fireside, professor of l'olitics. anu David Rosenberg '75 
I Politics), have co-authored an "Annotated Bibliography on -
Southca!'>l Asia." which--·is heing published ·by the. Council of 
Planning Librarians in its .~cries of "Exchange Bibliographies." 
Fireside's article. '"The Russian Orth.9<lox Chur.i:_h under -Nazi 
Oct:upation. 1941-1944." appeared in the July/Au~t issue of 
~merican Behavioral Scientist. "fhc llarvard University Russian 
Rcseard1 ( 'enter has awarded Fireside research associate status for 
his work on Sovit:t dissidents... next scmc.c;t:er. while he is on 
sahhatil:al. 
MASTERS PROGRAM APPROVED 
·1 ht< Division of Graduate Studies has received notification that 
thl· l\1,1·,1n of Scient:e degree in communications in the School of 
Communications has been approved. Accordingly, applications are 
now · being ac~eptcu for admission to the · Fall I 975 class. 
Applications arc availahle in the Graduate Stu.dies Office, Muller 
Fa..:ulty Center. 
CAREERS IN PHARMACY 
··Careers in l'harmacy·· will he the topic of guest lecturer Mr. 
Larence Rivkin. Community Pharmacist. ,on Monday, Ot:tober -l4, 
J 974 at I 2 :00 noon ti! I 2: 50 in Science Rm 302. in lite Orientation · 
to Allied I lea Ith Professions Class~ Instructor Nonna Wasmuch has " 
opened the· d.1ss tu visitors w.ho want to attend one or more lectures 
of the series. Followmg the lecture all interested personi{are invited 
at I :00 PM Lo hrmg their trays from the cafeteria line in the Union 
to the Joh Room where they may share idea:; and chat informally 
with Mr. Rivkin and memhcrs of the l're-Medkal Scie11ces Advisory 
Committee. whid1 is sponsoring the lun_cheon get-together. 
around the city 
Volunteer Needs / 
ODD FELLOWS NURSING IIOME needs a volunteer to draw or 
paint scenes from life in the J 890's on sheet. ..... 77'' X 81 ''..or on.small .. 
sheets for use with over head projector, for a program to be held on 
Oct. 24. The work 11rny he d,onc at home. at times that are 
convenient. and materials will he provided. Please .:all V AC or .I.C. 
Community Service for an appoint-men_t. at 272-9411. 
ITIIACA IIIG II SCllffOL needs volunteers: In Humanities·.-
l'rogr~m. _once_or twice a month. to gatlter and arrange display· 
matenals tor who at the school: In Drop-In Tt!toring Service. to man! 
l!r.~p-in ~oom and <1ssi_st stud~nL,; with work in Math. or English or 
Science tor a regular tune period convenient to the v9lunteer from 9 
t\~ t~ Noon: h'i Career Center, lo help students find ·appropriate 
r~tatcn~ls to _research_ their inten:sts. on any school day with a regular·: 
tune commrlmcnt for any school time. 8AM to J:JO PM. Please call 
V AC or 1.C. Community Service for an appointment. 27.!-()411. 
RED CROSS necds a volunteer to assist with typing and clerical 
work. on any weekday for a couple of hours from 9 AM to S PM. 
Please call V AC or LC. Community Service for an apJ?Ointment 
'.!7'.!-9411. · ' 
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• - ,. . - -. --- - , 1head"· of' the s;ornell Concert 
_Co"~erts· lex.pla:inecl 
Co'mmission as_sooit as Lbecame· 
\ aware: OI the eonflict, bu.t' 
unfortuna_tel.Y, there was no way 
to - reschedule any.· of the 
. -;.-:..__, - -
'To the Editor, · concerts. -· 
· determine the popU:larity of it is-_regr~ttable that· the 
. . . different groups; - conflict-occured, - but it·. was· ·-
V1ewmg the events of the After. tabulating the results'of. either these concerts on these 
past week, I felt I should inform the .. poll· we d'edded ,to put in dates, "or no concerts at . all 
the Student- Body of'the reasons . offers for ~ oh~ Mc-Laughlin and during the first semester. 
why the Bureau of Concerts the .Mahav1shnu Orchestra on . We..never scheduled the dat·es 
scheduled concerts on October O t b 26 d F ,1, z 26, and ·Niweinber f6, the same . c o er ,.an ran.I' appa·on., to conflict intentionally and will 
nights as Cornell concerts. Nove~ber 16. Fran~ - Zappa never knowingly . schedule a 
,· ca"!e in first onJhe,poll and was -- concert on a date already 
· To start, we put m offers for available on that date only John b k d "' C 11 . h f - -p' Th Eagl v M · · .. · • oo e uy ome mt e uture. 
oco, ___ e es, an ornson,. McLaughlin, although not on the · 
and l)onovanJor Octobe.r 25. P,Oll; ~s presented to us at an 
-All of these ?ffers were r~Jected attractive· price, and we felt 
by the agencies. We then took a tl;l.ere... was ·an_ audience for the 
pool of t~e Student body -to ~how. At the 'time offers- were 
Deali~I with ,rap• 
To the Editor: 
reform. 
Respectfully_, 
Brook Ashby 
Chairman Ithaca College Bureau 
_ · of Concerts - -
T_elsey 
In writing this letter it is ;ot . Discll:'sing the: propriety of 
my contention to refute , the -Jokes - .dir~cted % the -subject 
statement concerning rape put· seems .m some sen~e to d~stroy 
forth by Deirdre Silverman. the value o_f the articfe. It 1s very 
-on 
Co~gre~s 
Rape is by no means a joke .. ~ l ea~ly 10_sulting to the Dear Friends,-' 
H o w ever, rather ·than. mte~li~~ce of the vast majority 
questioning the validity of the_ of md1v1~uals who read it. To_ Yfe ~ave a proble_m. 
c.ontent of the article, l would ~horn 1s such a question Dunng_ the el~ction la~t year, 
question the .. propriety · of duected? . we, the Executive B0ar9, ran 
presenting the subjec,t in the 'Fhe prospe_ct1ve rapist is not und~r . a platform of added 
manner chosen. Rape is not a going to read it and be se':"1c_es for students, and_~ set of: 
laughing matter, but then enlightened, and the _ jokers pnnciples based.up?n the idea of 
neither is mental illness (the among us will continue to make equal .repre!;ent~tion for all 
rapi'st?),. physical disability, light - of a mim.bei: of tragic students at Ithaca College .. 
violent crime, and other societal personal circumstances without We ar~ .now on the bnnk of 
problems today. _ giving any though to th(} reality. the. open!ng of the Record Store, 
Yet the fact remains that the of the situation. Unfortunately·. which will be followed by ottier 
people who _!:;onstitute th~e this leaves only those already such ventures. We ha~e also 
groups are abused daily through aware ·or-:... the problem, yet . deyelope~ a pla~ to create, for 
the use of ill-advised jokes. In seeking more liel'pful th e f.ir st :, ti~e, equal 
my mind jokes concerning rape information, to · contemplate representation in_ Student 
are more symptomatic of a seriously _such an article. Congress. Last Tuesday, October 
general societal obsession which For these people it fs not the 8, l 974; the ~tudent (o_ngr~s.s, . 
see.ms , bent on, exploiting. the ~motional venting of. a problem _thro1:1gh, a, -s.ei:1~. ,of d~~eptive, 
weakness and ' misfortune· ·of that , is . iJnporta,nt, . b,ut , f!lt.l\er,; .. r~pr~~sJye, s~~~es lf1;1t~~ved b_y 
c;ithei:s. -= inform<!tion supplemented with th'.e. cMhoillil'g, .:~~~~~4i-mti:rest 
, Tljus, the problem becomes some course of ·ilction that .is c~ubs all;d orgamzat~ons, kil!ed 
one t~at does not exclude. ri1pe rele~aitJ ~ to · the probieihs ·:an at~e~pt_ t?'·~nally allow_ th~ 
from its ranks; but one that may solut_10n. _ · _ St1,tdent. Co!1gress to become a 
supercede it. ln, order to put to Can any act that affects th·e body which represents all 
rest jokes with- rape as their physical and i>sychological. ~~d_e~ts equally. There are a few 
subject. it may be necessary to well-being of an individua1 be in~;V!duals who presently 
broaden Oil.e's scope and seek a dealt with as a joke? The answer <I O !ll_In_ ate t~e Co~re:ss, 
solution to what may be a to this question is academic; not - obtaining_ qus ~om!nat1on 
widespread trend. · intelligently at any-'levfc!L ~ throu_gh _t~ese deceptions._ These 
-Another q,!lestion in few_md1v1duals held ~heir own 
relationship to_ the presentlltion Sincerely, self-1I1terest _aboye the interest of 
of the article is the nature of the ~ '· Bob Finch the stu?ent body ~nd: the 
audience it is directed toward. Sociology Major ~ommun~ty-at-large._.Ihis-is the 
Writing an infomiative essay idea_ behmd the behef that 01;1ly 
discussing the problem of rape;· the stl!_dent_ b~dy can_ bnng 
and, the prospective solutions to about .a change 1i:i the structure 
the ordeal., presents information ,pf the Congress. . . - --· . -- . 
that can be received with .,._._ On Thurs~ay, October 24, 
thought and an eye · toward 197~, there wlll be a referendum 
for --the students of Ithaca 
co1iege to decide -whether or not 
- St_udent C.9_ngress will-:-represent . 
all the students equally. 
t b · - · I ·t· II - In order to1~e succe!;sful, the : . •-. _ -_ 1 ... ,.: _· -·"·._ ·.c .. :a,. _ ·- proposition must be accepted by J. / . r a !llajo,rity_ or.: the. stu:dents :-Of ' 
..
,_-_-_:-_-,-_-_ ... _-_-_-_-... -_-_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.:..:-_ ... _-_-_-...,.;..~---_;. .. . .;.  _-_~----.:..--_-..:-... ~ .,;;.;_-_-.:...,.;; ... --J~- .. 1thaca College'.'..'This .means .that 
. everyone must i.inderstanci wltat. . 
::.. is. happening,.,and why. It's a ,tall 
. . . oriier' gett!}Jg half t~e ~~1.!cli:.1_1 ts 
of a -re}atively .apathetic. campus 
Edltor,ln'Clllef • • • • • • • • • •'• • • •' · · • · • · • · ·' .Lfth Factcos to come o.ut and participate in a -8111lnus M1n1pr ........••..•......• • R. SCOtt M1t1DJY· · -
Advertlslnt Mana.-r •• , • : •••••.•.•.•••••• ; .- • • Paua st•m-- · " - ,. • ·vote w~eo m1mY people don't . 
Production ... ,...., • · • • • · ·: • .'. · · · • · • • ,.Jot1_.~·-Kt1tlftPI' · ' ;_;,:_cev~U,mow -y.'h~t is going,_6n,:-, Y-et, 
Ml'nqifl9 Editor ... ·- ..• : · ... -_ ~ •..•... ·; •• flewn':Coanlis -·.~ . 
N-.l~tor •• ;. - - ...••••.•• -.• - ...... - .Marie tt .... ~.__,,,.: -_'ll!e ~of.~: "Exec,utive. Boar:~. 
Futum • Entertalnmtint Editor· •• •.;.;,~·•• .'11'.,_. llaku' .. ; beljeve,.~.e~·~rongly_ in what we 
LaY041t ._._.,. • • •. •' ••••••.•• • ., •••• ; •••• Aftdl!QIQlert· '· are . d . - ·g· " h . 
Ad Lafnt •. ~ •.. ~ .....•.. : ....• ~· .• , • .-: • • -)taftn w•ier · 1 · _ .O!Jlg;·-, 1nc_e we ave 
. Cln:ulltlH • • • • • • • • • • •.• • • • ;· • • • • • • • • • • • .JJIJ~ J)Teselt,lt!~·--'.t~e -proposal,. :many 
AtlOClate ·• • • • ·' • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • ; • • • .-A~,t_ll'rllt!alft.' · -students ·that- have never taken 
Sllt~:ni/-Be~e~~:~ :;,.",ii:/ ~hltt;:~~~. ~t~e . si;rl.z:;· S~; ,, an Y ·. ¥ar f .::i 11 . .· any-... Student '; · 
Cohen; Robyn Cashton~ Lyitne Sptlttgerller, J(atb)l'. Hetzel, . gov~me~t 'ac_ijvity :~ve .--heard-
RoiD Clllocehl, Jerry .Smlttl,· Lisa, Laskow, C.:arol)'n 'Hass, - '!' b · ha · h- · . 
Joan Landroclc, Plnk1 06an11n, Bob··oon,Jlm voun-,,Patti -- a .out W .t·we ope··to,do and · 
Harm, Ginger Flook,- PaUI Vemon,. Cfod)'' 51:bWi,tz; Catliy . _ have become ).nvg_lYed,-{OJ: they:· 
D0¥1e,"'Oavld Gfohman. Dara Cllni~·_A,Jtit.:,«;onJbl!I, 5am · ;, . too_· 'be.!_ i.e.',ke°·: ''th,"{ _,.eq·.,·,.l 
SERVICI. Ll"AGU'--' · 1 --~- · _MH9ri111; co,rn1e Alb.no, Dany sa11e,-Kathy Sl'!911fi curt. _ _ .. .... • : : L SIIO t.,needs volunteers to y;ork in sales, for w9;1te19arc1, Gin Karp, hula Mucatci and-,qan·R~Yfl.. ; ., . reJ;itesentaticins-is'. ne~ssacy;. ~ · 
a '.!1/z hour shift 0..1_1 _any day. Tuesday·t1in1 Thursday from 10 Al\{ t~ .Tfle ,.._., ......... ~ W9ildv,.,,.., -~.....-pat'. , __ hope to.· in(orm. ~erion.e, · 50~-
4:30 PM or on .Friday from 10 AM to 6 PM. V.olunteers are also ....... 1,tt,athlnl..WNktnNOYllffllier.1"'·--- .,...11ot· - . ,---they t99~can being1:o·belitive: .. , 
needed to sort and price _donated clothing on Mondays and a ...... ~-=- ·---~~-~ ... ...,_... _..,,. · ' · · ·' -· ·-·-- ... -' · · · · · - -
Thursdays from 9 to 11 AM. Please call VAC or 1.C: Comm.unity... :' ~...:::..:=43::x=:~f~ . ·, . ·<.· >-=- .· .. :...,R.~ ~~ - · 
Service for an ap_pointment • .!7:!-941 L · , . . · ~--11,u~----,__._::- '-·· · ~~~-'-:,, · ·~~::·· · · · · ~: "Aiid~· · ·,· 
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The Saga of 
-frustration- ,.part .two 
A short wh,ile aft~r the events of the past wec.k the oral 
interpretation textbook, Communicative Performance __ of Literature, 
arrived o·n thelthaca College ca_lJlpUS. The author was immediately 
informed of its arrival, and,"· she rushed to the Office of General 
Services to view the work. Three cartons of books had arrived-all 
collated, bound, and ready to be distributed. We needn't fool around 
with checking ·proofs .or sample copies: . we get all copies ready at 
once. · 
Our author ~as pleased to see that the photographs in the book' 
were so well reproduced. The cover, too, competently handled 
through the office of Ms. Margaret Gibson, was lovely. The author 
wa_s ail smiles, until . . . · 
One really can't appreciate the thrill of discovery until one has 
selecte~ a copy of this text at random from the three cartons of 
-complet~d copies and examined its collection. Of_ course, regardless 
of what copy is chosen; one will find the copyright page printed 
upside down and the caption for Mr. Jo-el Lavine's illustrative art 
work printed upside down. But the real excitemenf come when one 
discovers h<?W many pages of this p·~rticular copy are punched and 
inserted backwar~s .and/or upside down! For example, the first copy 
e,..amined had only three pages in·serted backwards. But the next! 
Well the next had all pt1ges (except for the chapter titles) inserted 
packwards. _ This sort of mistake is s~rely understandable, because 
the text pages ·are, after all, numbered consecutively, but the title 
pages have no numbers to confuse the collator. 
As a temporary reliaf from the challenge of trying to determine 
which page should be read next _in the text, one might close the 
book and examine the co~r again. There it is-a lovely royal blue 
and white-with a qlack binding- offerjng stark contrast to the 
otherwise congruent cover design. The author had be°en under the 
impression that a white binding would suit the design more 
- appropriately. But then, design has little to do with the process of 
producing. a text.book, does it? For instance, such a little design 
co!'}sideration as making the tear-out ex ~rcise pages a contrasting 
color to the rest of the text was an insignifi,;ant flight of the author's 
imagination. lt's much more exciting and convenient to search for 
the exeFCises amongthe virgin white pages on he rest of the text. 
Collation and design consideratjon set aside, there's a third 
challeftge in this book. That is the challenge of reading print which 
appears to have. faded with the centuries of use and handling 
suffer~~ by the book.~lt"has been in print for three or four days. The 
... ~::C-citem~,1,1t_is _cozripar~ble to ·t~at of p~
1
Hing together the pieces of a 
, .J\g~siw. puzz.Ie, nalf of whicli have: beert left'in ·-the 'st.in and the rain so · 
tfuit thetr image.is obliterated beybnd recognition. 
I • \,~~:: thi;;te~t ·is.-i;1 'tri~mph 'j~ :p!!a~·ct:io~'f Ttie" ch;dlenge of "the 
content_ falls woefully short of the challenge of the collation. And 
the cost of this _masterful job is surely reasonable-no more that eight 
or none hundr~d dollars at the ·most .. --:Keep watching for further 
developments in this continuing story. It may turn into NOVEL 
proportions. 
By Dr. Carolyn G~lbert 
- Speech Department 
SJancl·~-P- ancl cheer 
Last · Saturday·, Parent's- Weekend, our football team played 
· Alfred.· We, the cheerleaders were there. ·Many of you students were 
there. Most of your parents wer.e there. SQµte faculty members were 
there. Now, please .don't think I am being sarcastic, but .did you 
realize that 20 or 25 students from Alfred··were making more noise 
than·· Alt of us?- Wei!, if you, didn't not-ice,.the cheerleaders did - an!l 
worse yet:-SO did the footbaQ team. 
·Tuesday at prac.tice, we cheerleaders decided that i~ we tell the 
· s-pectators where -we will be standi~g for the game- tliis Saturday, 
then those of you who want· to cheer with us will sit near us - a~d 
those who want to watch the game'i.:an sit further away. -
- w~ will be cheering :i.n' front of the lower level qf stands for the 
entil'_!! game following the kickoff. People.who-want to-cl\eei:-with us 
should sit in the ·six ·or seven benches of the first level. Please do'not 
Sit on the first or second be'iJches because we will not be kneeling 
d~wn· during.every play· anymore. From:the·tbird row up you can 
see t_he·:game, and cheer too. This bY,.~o··ineans says that people in 
-the upper stands can't cheer with us. Please do! __ ~ . 
,Now thai we bopef~Uy have that settl~d, let's_get out tµere this. 
Saturday and- show- our team that w.e care. Twe~ve cheerleader<; 
ati!n't enough to-really be heard by the.team. We n~ed your help 
, . too, you -_know.- Resides we're ~ut th~re to lead you people in ~h~_ers 
· :- . : •· •. not do· it all ourselves. Cqme on out! Come drunk, come stoned, 
. -·but come ciltin~and ready to yell. . . 
. - .. . .. 
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editorial 
D·on't. r,esent-
represent 
"I have watched Student Congress be nothing 
and do nothing for three years. We have spent the 
last three meetings of this year play~ng personal 
petty power games between individuals. The 
students, faculty and adi:ninistration do not have 
any respect for Congress nor do the members of 
Congress respect each other. I strongly feel that 
there is a need for change. I personally support the 
Dual Representation System proposal because I 
feel that it would be a beginning for Congress--a 
beginning to become respected and a beginning lo 
become something besides a bull session." 
Carla Williams. 
Student Rep. to the Board of Trustees. at Congress 
Oct. 8, 1974 
It finally happened, students of Ithaca College! And opportunity 
is banging at the door. Congress, fed up with the way 1t has been 
runni~g itself, is on the threshhold of a fairly radical transformation. 
Tuesday night's meeting was just another Robert ·s Rules of Order 
circus-complete with lions, razzle-dazzle performl!rs. villains, heroes 
and tightrope walking. And, of coursl!. what would have been a 
dramatic finale-the President of thl! Student Body walking out in 
protest of what he termed "unilateral decisions made by the chair 
totally out of order" and affecting Congress for the rest of the year. 
But it was not fo be the finale-it was to be the beginning. Carla 
Williams, Student representative to the Board of Trustees took the 
floor and ripped into_ Congress and Robert's arid administrative red 
tape. An interested freshman attending the meeting stood and agreed 
with her, likening Congress meetings~to the ones he walked o_ut on m 
high school. One Rep. was annoyed the entire ·evening; feeling that , 
there are those on Student Congress with the potential to do things, 
but every time a strong person comes up with a decent suggt!stion he 
is trapped and his ideas get lost in the shuffle, which ts becoming a 
common disease around this institution. ·· 
Despite the general ineptness of the <;hairperson, Congress finally 
realized where it was at and where it wants to be. And it wants very 
much to be an efficient. organized body representing the wishes of 
Ithaca College students; being able to do thing to improve 
community life. A big problem they. and everyone, should be 
contending with is the "facilities fee" being levied by the College to 
on.:Campus organizatfons. Many organizations have already said 
_'forget it' to their planned activities due to the proposed rent charges 
for use of College rooms, auditoriums, halls, etc. . 
Congress has also been hung up on a Dual Representation System. 
presented by the Executive Board. The amendment calls for taking 
the vote away from clubs <1nd organizations and having students 
. ·epresented through academic departments. The School of 
:lumanities and Sciences, having 48% of the students on campus, 
would get twenty votes, Music would get four, Communications 
would get four, and so on down the line. 
The idea is good in principle-improving the academics at the 
College more than the party life-but representation should not 
totally be taken away ·from clubs. We would like to Sllggest a 
compromise. All the clubs and organizations should _get together 
amongst themselves and elect a four member Executive Board. These 
four people would sit on Congress representing the interests of all 
1;lubs and organizations. This proposal still allows for academic 
representation while limiting, but not ignoring, clubs . 
. Now. This..-is where you come in. There are obviously thing~ 
wrong with the running of this school. with the academics, with the 
foo.dservice-everybody has a complaint about something. Congress is 
now at the poinL where it is ready, i.i!>le and more than willing to do 
things for the· Student Body. Their next meeting-8:00 p.m. Tuesday 
in the Union cafeteria-was voted to be an informal talk session. It 1~ 
planned-and hoped-that Reps. will just mingle with one another. 
finding out fho's who, what e.verybody wants and generally how 
people feel about student concerns, Be there. 
It is the time to sho:,.v Congress that the very people they are 
representing do care, even if only a little. Time for us to he there 
Tuesd_ay- night talking with all the representatives and getting a good 
idea of what the cross-section of the campus is concerned about. 
Time for us to at least say, "HeY:-are you really representing what I 
want or what y·ou want?" Time to help ·Congress get on its feet anu 
support it until it can stand for._itself, truly representing.the students 
of Ithaca College- and having the power to do _something about their 
con~cems. 
J. otJK,D&fR.' 
HE lAN -, 
51111/D. -
~ .... " -
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:·srM:s;:.:Teacltes-- IC TM .· / . .-' ·-_ .. 
students, Intern; tional creative i.Jltellige,rice,_ and men~al rinde~ta~d~g of how i!. ~ork_s is· · . ' 
Meditation s · t (SIMS) .. · · potential, . and is rapidly because 1t 1s a natural b1olog1.cal 
oc1e y .is . h · "Y 'd . h 
sponsoring. a free jntroductciry becoming- established at Ithaca mec amsm. ou on t. ave to 
lecture on Transcendental College. . un_derst~nd ~leep ~t ,i;"ght to 
Meditation (TM) this · SIMS at Ithaca College no\l ben~f1t ~;om 1t, . Levy_ 
· arouncl· the nation 
BETTY A.O.K." 
/ 
Wedne~day, Oct. 16 at 8 p.m. in ~umbers about 200 members. e~phla;Med;, ThThe ,. sa~;. ist 1-°e 
Textor 103. -Everyone attending ast year. at this time the wit. · . . e sc1en 1 ~c s u 1ei 
~ill receive a free copy of a number was less than 60. Many which will be discussed 
t,ooklet sumlJlarizing 48 recent stu~en_ts feel t~e 'reason_ for the Wednesday night show that t~e 
scientifi1: studies published over rapid increase m the number of state of rest produced by T_M 1s 
the past st:,.:ral ·years, from such on-campus meditators is the as natural _as sle~p at rught, 
institutions as Harvard Medical large volume of scientific although qmte a bit ~eeper and 
School. UCLA, Stanford research which has been !herefor: more refreshing. 
Research Institute and the gather~d on the effects of TM' . TM 1s easy to learn, Levy 
Washington - Bi;tty Ford is making "excellent progress" at Bethesda 
Naval Medical_ Center after last Sunday's operation to remove her 
cancerous right breast. 
National Institute for Mental One J M teacher, Jon Levy, a said. It only takes two hours a 
Health. I 9 6 5 graduate of , the day for four days to l!!arn to do 
Transcendental Meditation is 
an c asily-learned mental 
technique tor developing full 
Television-Radio Department at it, then it is practiced for a few 
I.D., says the ·reason TM does minutes morning and evening. · 
not require even any "And the results come--right 
from the start", he noted. 
Channel 6: 
IC'S Video Tape TV 
Slutl1:n( i\ctivitic:, Board 
(SJ\B) i~ now in the process of 
renling feature video tapes, for a ; 
week at a time to he aired over 
Ithaca ('ollcgc·s cable channel 6. 
Channel <> will begin broad-
closed-circuit T. V. station is 
installed. Until then: the rented 
features will· be shown on the 
Union Buffer lounge's television. 
;peedy installation. Next week, 
the _feature to be presented i~ 
fhe National Lampoon Show. 
Other features planned for the 
closed-circuit TV station include 
The Best Of The New York 
Erotic Film Festival, Reefe1 
Madness, Kurt Vonnegut's 
c a s t i n g as soon as !C's 
Channel 6 features are under 
the direction of Lee Auerbach. 
lie is looking forward to its 
buy· trade sell 
New c:1nd Used' 
Furniture 
CHh lor Your Hema •• 
State Street Uargain House 
Ralph E. Thorpe 
515 West state Street 
Ithaca, New York 14850 
5·1'·%'73·9602 
LEARN SELF-DEFENSE 
I • 
~'.'A;~ ·& KEEP IN SHIIPE 
-~ 
,I. 1 
. { 
I 
... , 
'The I.C . 
Jildo-J11Jits11 C/11/J 
_meets every Mon. -Tues. -Tl111rs. 
nigllts 7-9 
wrestling 100111· Ben Light Gym 
(JU.-IUHUJ JJLICk W:'LT JNSTH.UC710/\ 
Join dnytime 
---
Between Time and T1mbucktu, 
and Brand X. 
. The National Lampooo Show IS 
a comedy-coocert promp;am created 
comedy-concert program created 
from the long-run off-broadway 
production of National 
Lampoon's Lemmings. Actor 
- John B c I ushi re-enacts his 
portrayal of the devili!ih, concert 
host who invites the audience to 
ioin iri and committ mass suicide 
·when the final group called 
M:,gadeath comes· to "lay the 
fir.al trip on them." 
Chri"stophcr Guest, 
actor/music'ian docs his 
imitation of Bob Dylan 
accompanying himself on the 
guitar and harmonica. Guest also 
·plays- an uncanny James Taylor 
satirical song that starts, 
· "Shooting up the highway -e.n 
_. the road map of rriy wrist/B'aby 1 
just crossed you off my list/I 
miss your uc-dyed bedsheets and 
your pretty spearmint-
mouth/But my highway toes are 
thumbing to the south." 
There are several comic 
sketches offered throughout the 
55 minute program. Along with 
Dylan and Taylor there are also 
satirical· renditions of Joe 
Cocker, Leon Russell, Joni 
Mitchell. Joan Baez ang The 
. Temptations. This 5-5-ininute 
"sa tincal joke-rock-mock-con-
c_ert" will .be seen in the Union 
Bu ff er Lounge next week, 
through the medium of closedl 
circuit TV. 
SURTAX CALLED FOR 
Washington - President Ford is callingJor a '5% surtih. on th·e income-
of corporations and families who make $15,0()0.and over per year. 
The surtax, he says, is ~essary to check the_nation's spiraling 
inflation 
OH. SHORT AGE 
!"ew York -_A New York Grand Jury investigating the petroleum 
industry, claimed that the country's major oil companies knew in 
advance: .t~at the fuel shortage would exist, took no measures to 
p~event 1t, and had acc~s_s to each others inventories. The Grand Jury"" 
did n~t, h~we~er, explicitly charge the oil companies with conspiring · 
last wmter s 01! shortage. · · 
BOSTON - NO TEA PARTY 
I 
Boston - In, Boston, a lone black. man, caught in a traffic jam, w_as 
attacked by an angry white crowd, protestirlg racial integration of 
the school system. The man was finally carried off by police to have 
his injuries treated. Earlier th;i.t day three buses carrying black 
students to Roslindale High School were stoned by white students. 
EXPORT CONTROLS 
Washington · The Ford Administration announced limited controls 
over grain exports exceeding 55,000 tons. The move was made to 
prevent drains on the nation's dwindling supplies. Wheat sales of 
over 55,000 tons must have a~vance' approval by the Administration. 
' ROCKEFELLER GIFTS 
Washington - Vice-President-designate Nelson Rockefeller has been 
asked to supply background, irtformation concerning financial gifts 
he has made to aides and associates. 1 
FRANKLIN BANK INSOLENT 
New York - The Franklin National' Bank was declared insolvent and 
taken over by the European-American Bank and Trust Company. It 
was.the largest bank failure in American banking history. 
. HOFFMAN DIES 
New York - Paul G .. Hoffman died in his sleep at 83. He was the first 
administrator o(_ the Marshall Pla,f after World War II and first 
president of the Ford Fpundation. Last year he won the· Meda'! of 
Freedom, the nation's highest civilian award. 
,' .-. ,•. ·.· 
CURVE· INFL,HION 
Washington President Ford, in an effort to curve inflation, has 
made 10 'proposals which are: increased production of peanuts, 
cotton and rice by removing their acreage limitations; reduction of l 
1riillion barrels a day on foreign oil imports, all oil-fired power plants 
to be eliminate~ by l 980, auto-mobile mileage to be increased 40% 
in four years, creation of a national energy board; increase in anti 
trust violation penalties from $50,000 to SI million for corporations 
and $50,000 to $200,000 for individuals; increasein investment tax 
credit to l 0%; extended t.lnemploymeilt benefits for tpose who have 
exausted regular and· extended benefits, 26 weeks of benefits . for 
those not covered by unemployment insurance, community 
improvement corps to provide-work when unemployment exceeds 
6% nationally; legislation to make more home mortgages eligible; 
measures to alleviate problems of loan and saving institutions; 
speedy passage on an "acceptable," trade reform bill; a one year 5% 
tax surcharge on corporative and individual incomes; a spending 
target of S30(? hie 197 5 fiscal year. 
• •J o~ rlt-~-
. ~- Jthact1 _((Jl/ege S.A.B. presenls 
Tibor Pu!:ztai will direct the 
Ithaca College Orchestra in its 
. first concert of the year Friday 
evening, Oct. l I. The public is 
cordially invited· to attend the 
~erformance, . :-t '8: 15 -· p:m. in 
Walter- Ford_' Hall, without 
\. 
/ 
EXECUTIVE ACTION 
1'ri. actuai:y, engaged by th; ·Lo11:don Sunday Times 
.co~cluded that on November 22, 1963, the ·odds 
ag~inst the~e ~itnesses being dead-by February, 1967, 
charge. ' 
.The ensemble, comprised· of 
students enrolled in the School 
of Music, will perform the 
Brandenburg Concerto No. 3 by 
Bac)l, .in'Ciaental music to' 
Maeterlinck's · play "Pelleas et 
Melisande"· _ _. by Faure and 
l>vorak's Symphony No. S-(No: 
·9); Opus· 95, !'TJi,e New World." 
>were_one hundred thousand trillion to _one. ., -
c;~>-' / ·. . . . 
HICMIY'·S. 
M:Y-SJt c~·:.s:t·o RE 
See the Movie Hear the Author 
' -Oct. I:! & 13 7&9:30 
1:-101 S.75 Limited to 
Ithaca ('ollege Community /: 
" DONALD FREED 
Oct. 17 , 8:30 pm 
Unio11 Cafeteria -· 
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awards · around the world 
The National Research 
Council has again· been called 
ui,on to advise the National • 
TERRORISTS ACCEPT OFFER 
Science Foundation in the Santo Domingo • Six left-wing terrorists holding seven hostages have 
selection of candidates for the accepted an offer of safe passage out of the Dominican Republic. 
Foundation's --Program of PEACE PRIZE AWARDED 
Graduate Fellowships. Panels of 
eminent scientists appointed by 
the National Research Council 
will evaluate qualifications of 
applicants: Final selection will 
be made by the Foundation, 
with awards to be announced on 
March 15, 1975. 
I n1t1-a1 NSF Graduate 
Fellowship awards are intended 
fqr students at or near the 
beginning of their ~aduatc 
study.· In general, therefore, 
t h o s ,e eligible to apply will 
be college seniors · or first-year 
graduate students this Fall. 
. These, fellowships will be 
a·warded for study or work 
leading to master's or doctoral 
degrees , in the mathematical, · 
physical, medical, biological, 
engineering, and social sciences, 
and in the history and 
philosophy of science. Awards 
will not be made in clinical, 
education, or business fields, in 
history or social wo~k, or f~r 
work leading to medical, dental, 
law or .joint Ph.D.-professional 
degrees. Applicants must · be 
citizens of the United States and 
will be judged' solely on the basis 
of ability. The annual stipend 
for Graduate Fellows will be 
· $3,600 for a twelve-month 
tenure with no dependency 
allowances. 
Appli:ants will be required to 
take the Graduate Record 
Examinations designed to test 
scientific. aptitude and 
achievement. The examinations, 
administered by the Educational 
'J;'e~ting_ ~ervict;, ~ill be giy~n on · 
D~cember 14, I974 at 
designated centers throughout 
the United States·and in certain 
foreign countries. 
The deadline date for the 
submission of applications for 
NSF Graduate Fellowships is 
December 2, 1974. Further 
in ro·r mation ~nd · application 
-materials may be obtained from 
the Fellowship Office, National 
Res.ear.ch- Council, 2101 
·C o n s t i t u t i o n A v e n u e , 
Washingto,n, D.C. 20418. 
Norway - The Nobel feace Prize. for 1974 was awarded to former 
primier Eisaku Sato of Japan, and Gean MacBride of lreland. They 
were awarded for their work in policies that led Japan to pledge 
never· to aquire nuclear weapons, and work on behalf of h'!man 
right, respectively. There is a $124,000 award to be shared by them. 
EAST GERMANY - HAPPY 25TH 
Berlin - East Germany celebrated its 25th anniversary and year of 
acceptance by the West this October. The anniversary was celebrated 
by a parade of Germany's military might at which were displayed 45 
tanks and 50 rockets among other weapons. 
/SADAT CLAIMS RESIGNATION 
Cairo· · One year, after tni; Arab-Israeli War, Cairo is a typical 
pr~spering metropolis and President Sadat is claiming that he· will 
resign at the conclusion of his six year term ending in October 1976. 
CITY AIDS WEIGHT WATCHERS 
London • A Weight WJ!tCher's survey stated that the "hustle and 
bustle" of London is an aid to keeping thin and owning a "lithe 
handsome body." 
; 
It's Time To 
FOCUS 
On Your Eyewear Needs 
AL'Cu1ate visi\m makes for better )!raJes. New frames will 
sharren your image. 
Bring your prescnpt,011 to lthai::1"s Grnld 01,11c1,111. ··TJit' 
penple you can trust to se,vc you wdl"" have be~·n se1v111g rile 
lthai.:a College Ctlmmunity Iii, ::i years wirh comfo1 r. ai.:L'l;ra..:v 
and good looking contempo1;1ry eyewea1. We'll even ~enJ ,h·~ 
hill home to your p:.ircn ts! 
Visir the little s101c well wrn1h Jouk,,1g, flll·-m·;,.,,1 tu 
C'o~ntini·s. 
ITHACA CA YUGA 
_OPTICAL SERVICE 
134 E. State 
-Phone 273-4231 
·Is your crowd stoe-ingup? 
I 
I 
·- .J 
. If you and your friends are thirsty 
for something new, hurry up and sloe 
down-with De Kuyper's Sloe Gin 
De Kuyper's Sloe Gin is a different, 
deliciousJiqueur, flavored iust sweet 
enough by the sloe berry. You can take 
1t on the rocks or mixed with Just about 
anything. For delicious proof, see the 
recipes below De Kuyper's Sloe Gin-
"sloe" with an "e," not a "w." 
De Kuyper Sloe Gin. 
........ ···· ·;.,.,.;..·· ..... --:,.. 
l 
I 
"· 
''., . 
-· ', Abominable.S16em~n ' Sloe Ball ' . . . Sloe Joe I 
· .Pour.2oZ; De.Kuyper-Sloe Gin ColT)bine 1½ oz. be Kuyper 'Shake 2 oz. De Kuyper Sloe 
··over .ic~:.cubes-in .a tall .glass: Sloe Gin, or~nge jl!i,ce and the Gm and 1' oz. of lemon juice 
-~dd'ginger·a1e·. Top wi'th. a juice of¼ lime. Pour over ice welf'w.ith ice. Strain into cock-
twist:o,tJ~t'Jlci~ a[ld.stir gently. cubes in tall glass. Stir well. tail gl~ or p'our over rocks. 
Serv,e~tth·a:straw. , · .. :' .· Garnis~ W.ilh lime ~edge. Garri.~sh~ith\-~herry ... 
. - . - " ' . ,. ' ' \. 
·, S1oeG1o ·ooProol Pri:iductol US A':John De Kuvr,er}nd Son _New Yc.rk NuwYork • 
!.'· ., . 
·.·, 
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By The Freeport Organization 
" In the past few years it has been all toq 
common for reviewers of any of"The Arts" to be 
very critical. But if all reviewers arc; too negative, 
then one never finds out what is good; only what 
is bad in the eyes of the reviewer. The time has 
come for reviewers to be positive; positive thinking 
dor.s accomplish more than negative, doesn'. it? 
Most reviewers never let you know what interest 
them, but, this reviewer is different. This, the first 
for this paper by us, will show·you along·wha.t 
lines we thin\~ so that, in the future, one will be 
ahle to understand from what vantage point we are 
reviewing an album or concert. In -this review 
you'll find out who we think is so superior as to be 
ridiculous; however, it is by no means the entire 
list of wh-J we like and listen to. 
A go< d starting point for any reviewer is the 
Beatles. They were the biggest band in ·1te sixties 
and well deserved to be. Their sound wa:, full, their 
melodies excellent, while their playing outclassed 
the con)p~titi0n in the stucifo. The live playing of 
· the Beatles, however, was poor. The breakup of 
the Beatles unh:ashed four excellent musicians on 
the world, three of whom continue to try and· be 
the best individual artists on record while the 
fourth hasn't had time to really try because .of 
perpetual hassles over a very old drug charge. 
While the Beatles were the leaders of the sixties, 
the Dead are quickly showing themselves to be the 
saine in the seventies. They know how to keep 
their listeners happy; a good Jive sound combined 
with well written, catchy, but complex tunes. The 
Dead are the fastest growing and most popular 
band to come out of the llaight-Ashbury scene, 
Best of Broadway· 
Tnc ,nusoc of tne Broadway play ,;Guys & 
Dolls" wrll be featured on thrs weeks segment .of 
"f<r.s: or Broadway" (Och 13) at 11 :00 on 
w,, l:l·AM. Jorn Host Rrck Frishman as he 
,11:•,c, rbes tile plot or "Guys & Dolls" as well as 
grvrnq tnc local l15teners 1nformat1on about 
upcoming productrons ,n tne· Ithaca area. 
Radio Revisited 
Tnrs Saturday (Oct. 12) at Jl:30 on WICB-FM 
Radro Revis, led w,11 present some of the best 
routines or Burns and Allen, Amos and Andy, Jack 
Benny, Fred Allen, Frbber McGee and Molly, and 
Abbot and Costello. Thrs week's Radio Rev1Sited 
was written and produced by _Mrke Drgetano and 
L.irry Kol~ky. 
Speaking of I.C. 
Tt115 ~und,lY (Oct 13) at 12:00 on WICB·AM 
"Speakrnq ,,1 I C " w,tn Host Fred Raker wrll talk 
w1tt1 Ass1st.1n1 Provost, 8111 Scoones. Tune 1n and 
find out wtlal this ~dmrnastrutor 1s all about. 
One of a Kind 
Bread w,11 be featured th,s Saturday afternoon. 
Octoner 12 on WICB-FM's "One of a Kind" at 
J 2: 15 PM. 'Hear the melodrc mellow sounds of 
Bread as well as b1ograp111ca1 rnlormation about 
tile members of the group. And 1orn· Irene Yollon 
every Saturday afternoon for the Nat,ol)al Award 
w,nnrng "one of a .Krnd" as sne spotlights the 
greatest groups and recording artists 1n the music 
rndustry. 
Ithaca Happenings 
Joan H,1ndcl, Director of Comrrrunity Services 
of the C.1.1.5. at Ithaca College, w,11 be· -
,nterv,ewed on WI CB·FM's "Ithaca Happenings" 
thrs Frrday, Oct. 11 at G:l 5. "Ithaca Happenings" 
rs a v,eeklY l!:J minute talk show m whrch Host 
Roger Ch1occh1 1nterv1ews representatives from the 
Cornell or J.C. campuses or tne Ithaca community. 
Bombers Football 
Thrs Saturday, October 12, tne undefeated 
Ithaca College Bombers wrll be looking fo·r their 
frfrn consecutive victory as they host Springfield 
College at the South Hrll lreld. Jorn WICB 
Sportscasters Mr kc Orgataeno and Pat Principo as ~ 
they'll brrng you all the .ictro11 on WICB-FM 
starting at J: 15. 
• " • ~ .. ~ 1- ·~- ••• ~ 
but they -are not the best." .. Still, they are 
unquestionably great _ 
The Jefferson Airplane and, more notably, the 
Starship exemplify what the white Frisco scene is 
all about. Despite countless reviewers'· cries that 
-the Airplane and Starship died after "Volunteers", 
just because "Bark" was a··mediocre album, this 
band · struggles on. Though not a band of mass 
appeal, they best show off the ideas of love,/ 
sharing and positive thinking with a liberal dose of 
"the real world".· The Starship is a col.J,ection _ o( 
Frisco musicians.'led by Paul Kanter and Grace 
Slick and including, on their last album, "Baron 
Von Tollbooth and _the Chrome Nun"; all of 
Airplane, David Frei burg, Jerry Garcia, Robert 
Hunter, The Pointer Sisters, [-avid Cro~byt Mickey 
Hart, Jack Traylor an4 Chris _Ethridge;·to name a· 
few. They put out good-music whicnTs typified by-- · 
' a full sound with both--excellent vocals and music. 
All the closed-minded r~viewers are missing a good 
bet, · · .. ·, 
Emerson, Lake and Palm,er, and Yes, Deep 
Purple and ·-Led Zeppelin, The Eagl~s and the 
Allman Brothers; all of these groups have had a 
great impact on the mus_ic of today and ourselves 
as reviewers. 
}~.· 
;, 
• • Welc·ome back 
Emerso_n, lake 
) 
and Palmer 
· ·Emerson, Lake and Palm.er have been .on tour 
for a year now. Welcome Back 1s the live album 
from that tour and. comprises almost exactly the 
same performance that they've given everywhere 
they've played. It is a tribute to their excellence as 
musicians that· this album could · have been 
recorded· . at almost any _of the hundreds of 
concerts they've given. . . 
Their concerts currently include ·material from 
all five of their previous albums With many songs 
getting slightly djfferent and~often· better versions 
as this album well demonstrates. Brain Salad 
Surgery rec1eves both the best and the worst 
treatrnen t Jive. In concert "Jerusalem" is a 
powerful song because of the combination of_ 
he au tiful rnelody and tremendous volume; 
howevcr. at normal listening levels, the live version 
loses the fullness that m~kes the studio version so 
amazrng. "Still You turn Me On". on the other 
hand. i; niore successful as the ballad it becomes 
on Welcome Back, unhindered by·over-production. 
Technically the album is much ·stronger tlu.m 
most live albums. Musically Emerson, Lake and -
l'alrm:r arc shown off at almost their absolute best. 
I lowcver. the production tends to fall a little flat. 
This is due mainly to the three-man nature of the 
group: without overdubbing they can't achiev~ 
_ quite the same foll sound. but the_y, show 
themselves off better musically. 
Emerson. Lake and Palmer have transformed 
thtiinselves into one of the most powerful live acts 
around. as this album demonstrates. They know 
what their best materi;il is 'and have-enough 
excellent material to leave out the less inspired 
work tive !such ·as "Benny The Bouncer"). :·Karn 
Evil" recieves its best treatment live, along with 
"Tarkus", ··Hoedown". and a host of.others: The 
only thing missing from ~he album is their encore, 
but then. that's their other live album, Pit:tures At 
An Exhibition. To the uninitiated, Welcome Back 
is a strong starting place, while to those who love 
Emerson·. Lake and Palmer ·-and attend their __ 
concerts. it's a beautiful memory .. 
~·· / 
By .Sam Milgrim 
What would someone call a _film that is directed 
by John . Huston , and ~tars· s_!lch greats as 
Humphrey Bogart, . Mary Astor,- Peter Lorre, . 
Sidney Greenstrt!~t, Ward Bond (of Wagon Train 
fame) and _Wa_!.ter- Huston (John's __ father). The 
obvious - ·answer would be "magnificent" but 
Wamers calledr ·it The Maltese Falcon: The film 
opened ·on October 4, 1941 . to great reviews and 
today, over 30. years later, the film still holds its 
tremendous audiellce appeal. The Maltese Falcon 
was not the first, nor was it to be the last time that 
Bogart was to play a private detective, out then 
Sam Spade was not just a oetective: . 
Through· Spade,· Bogart created a role that was 
to be a model for many other aetors in the year.s 
_to .come. Spade always keeps his head, always has 
control of his woman and always gets -his man. 
Here is the mans' man playing the detectives' 
detective as only he can. . . .., 
The Maltese F,alcon will be presented ·on 
Thursday and Friday Oct. l 0th ana 11 th~9: 30 on 
Thursday and 7 & 9: 30 on Friday in Tl 02 for 
$.50. 
On Saturday and Sunday the 12th and 13th, 
not only do we have another great fjlrtfout we 
ha~ author on whose book the film is based. 
Executive Action, will be presented on Sat. and 
Sun. and on· ·Oct. l 7-D01_1ald Freed, the author, 
will speak. His theory, on· wlfich the film is based, 
is gener_ally: when John Kennedy was shot, he was 
not shot by one confused m11n on a plan devised 
only· hours before. Instead, he was assassinated in 
accordance with a plan developed oy th~_:-C.I.A. 
(bitter about the Bay of Pigs), big business 
(frightened about the liberal re·volution sweeping 
the nation) and various other right-wingers. The 
fact that the film is , frightening is not half as 
sobering as the fact that it might be true. · 
Burt Lancaster· turns fn a reasonable 
performance as the CJ.A. representative. Robert 
Ryan (in- his last film) dso turns in a very 
acceptable performance as the ultra right -wing 
corporation owner. The film is obviously -not. the 
most expensive film ever made. but it is certainly 
one.of the more interesting <:>nes. Executive Action 
. will be presented on Saturday and Sunday Oc;.t,,. 
.I.2th and 13.th at -7:00 and 9:30.i"n Tl.Qi for $.75. 
Coming up at the Ithaf)icks, For Whom the Bell 
Toils, Pa.per Moon·:. ancl Stage Coach, more on 
these next week. · ' 
·' 
Green Room 
Promenade 
By Joanne Tyler 
The post~ announcement fo! it _called it 
"bizarre." And by golly ;it wasn't kidding us. 
Promenade dropped its.elf in the Arena Theatre, 
October 8 before perplexed but · responsive 
audiences. "It was wierd,''· seeins to be the most 
frequent comment. "That was .. really strange,:' was 
the runner-up respo,nse, Why so?, we wonder-. 
Under the direction· of Drama ~enior John 
K ro_ne r, the phantasrriagorical musical was 
excellently cast. The major_pointliit us right 'away; 
money makes you dumb; and the blase "elite" the 
audience witnesses doubly r~inforces· that idea. 
The· "lower depths" people are the only truly 
"human" characters. Beyond this. h©wever, any -. 
symboli~m b~gins to get lJ: litt1~ obscure·. The -show 
is extremely choppy (if no doubt has:J,eer cut to 
conform to departmental regulations) but can be 
followed,.-with on_ly a slight bit ·of strain: It is -
. continued on page· 13 · , .. 
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Two racing fans resting during events 
Photo by Paul Vernon 
By Andy Friedman 
They came over I 20,000 strong last weekend in 
dune buggies, all-terrain vehicles, buses, by 
hitL'hhiking, campers and cadillacs, motorcycles 
and Merced!!S. From as far away as Illinois, 
Alabama, Ontario, Brazil and Italy came the 
enthusiasti~ racing fam;;--curiosity seekers, the 
bettors, ·hot dog and pretzel salesmen and 
reporters. They settled in Watkins Glen, New 
York, just 30 miles southwest o'f lthaca, for four 
days of varied auto racing events climaxed Sunday 
afternoon at 3: 20 with the richest Grand Pnx in 
the history of the U.S. 
The weekend was marked with frustrations and 
fears as well as glories and defeats and even, in two 
cases, death_ 
Frustrations of the crowds and lack of pnvacy 
;ometimes resulted in hostile rock fights. A few 
people were hit by rocks, some by beer cans and 
one man admitted to the first aid station reported 
being hit in the head with a stereo speaker. 
Nurse Mary Jane Claire of the First Aid 
Division at the track reported more than 20 
motorcycle accidents. In addition, she said that 
someone had been thrown onto the fire in the 
Greyhound bus Saturday night. Her office also 
received several visits from females in need of birth 
control pills. -
A middle-aged ticket-seller who wished to 
remain anonymous, also told of frustrations. "I've 
been here for 11 years and this is the first time I've 
had to sell tickets out of my car. They threw my 
,... 
ticket stand in the bog last night and burned 1t." A Navy helicopter was a frequent ~1ght in the / 
,air above the track /\ dernonstrat1on parachuting 
team wa~ taking pictures as they floated to the 
ground. But while the aircraft hovered. its up and 
down drafts created problems for the racing car,' 
turbine,. And when land111g. the force from ll~ 
rot.itrng propellers lifted one· fam1Iv\ tcnt and 
She recalled another year when a young man, 
. angered by the expensiv·c prices, reached over and 
flipped her cash box into the air, sending bills and 
cash flying. "But I gathered It all up and came out 
to the penny!" she said proudly. 
I 
To be sure, it was an expensive weekend. S, IO 
tickets just allowed one on to the general grounds_ 
Oremight camping was another dollar. and 1f one 
wanted to sit down and watch the race, that was at 
least another five. Most food concession ~Lands 
had reasonably priced offerings, but there w--re the 
.ripoff peddlers who demanded S.50 for a canned 
soda. 
'blew 1t .i couple hundrcd fcct · 
Parachuo,t, wen:n't the only one, who t()ok Lt' 
the .i1r The \\Orld', last d1rig1b1le_ the· Coodyc·ar 
blimp. gave the :\BC c.1rncr,1 ere\\ a umquc 
position lrom which to v1dc() tape the race t,ir 
their \V1dc World Llf Sport, Program Othe1 
· spectators had to set tic tor a hchn1pter mlc or the 
Pnx. '55 g,1ve one ,111 cxc1t111g .ien,il VIC\\ or thc 
race. "It wa, like watcl11ng .i l1ttlc to\ r.icc 
track ... all the peoplc ... g1eJt' We lovcJ 1L 
enthused David ..1nd Mane Hammond trom 
Montreal. Canad,1 
And the race had its ~hare of those trying to get 
something for nothing, too. On Saturday, one 
enterprising young man tried to get anywhere he 
pleased by impersonating a police officer. Ile was 
·caught and arrested. 
Others, reportedly members of the llell's 
Inside the racing g,irage. \\h1le dnvcr, ,Llilc·_\ up 
and conferred with then pit <.:rew .ihout l.ist 
minute instructions, mo,t people h,1d cwwdcd 
· Angels motorcycle gang. banded together and 
walked through the gate. There was nothing the 
two middle-aged gateskeepers could do against the 
. fifteen youths. People came down from the stands, 
demanding their money back, saying the keepers 
let the other in for free_ A call for help went out. 
and eight officers began looking for those without 
around Mano Andrctt1·~ are,1. Thcrc wcrc ,houts 
of "Get 'cm, Mario" and peopk with ,1utog1aph 
books bcgging tor a ,1gn,1Lure. 
Other dnvers. ,ccrctly jcalou, or too concerned 
with thc mJin evl'nt, appcJrcd busy and didn't 
notice that there wcrc no fans around their gatc, 
Dav•d llobhs. an l:nghsh dnver 111 ,1 McLaren M2J 
r:ord, outnghtly refused to sign JUlographs and 
shooed thc few fans he had. away I rom his car. 
· tickets. 
Shenff Monty Euston re1tcratcd some 
interesting events that had occured over the 
weekend. 
On Saturday, John Greenlief. 59. of Portland. 
N.Y. died shortly after a bee stung him on 111s 
tongue. The bee had flown into a bottle of beer· 
and took revenge on Greenlief, who was taking a 
swallow. 
A lanky young man with a thick British ..tcccnt 
was shout111g. "Get your Mike Wilds T-shirts here. 
only S6.00". Mike Wilds. another English dnvcr. 
. . - . . . . ··: - ~--- ' ."'· .- .Ni 
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James Hunt rounds the curve Into the esses. Photo h_1• Scott Mullory 
\ 
was perhaps the most 01;1tgo111g lie signed every 
autograph book handed him, chatted with 
everyone, and posed for pictures in and around h1, 
racing machine, an i.nsign N Ford_ 
lie had come a long way - this bc111g the llr,t 
race he ever qualified for, and his blue eyes scemell 
to capture the excitement ol .i young racer in Im 
first Grand Prix . 
. One member of thc Unttt:d Oil Product, r.ic1ng 
team had some interesting facb about the car,_ 
Each drivers' :.:ar, l!Side from "bcmg pracl1c.i"11y 
hand made," 1s rebuilt alter evcry single race 
"When you're hitting speed~ up to 175 mph. you 
can't afford to have anything go wrong_" 
This year's Grand Prix was for FormulJ Onc 
cars. There are several d1ffc~ent dasse, ot racing 
cars, each having its own specif1catiom a~ to height 
and width. Formula One 1s the most demanding 
class, and has been termed the ultimate in auto 
racing. 
At Sheriff's Headquarters, Dick and Trudy 
Bender from Rochester, N. Y _ were waiting for a 
ride back to their town. They had walked back to 
their car for some food, to find the front end 
totalled, with no note of apology or explanation. 
Another man was reporting the theft of his 
camping equipment while a third man, who would 
only be known as Jay, was returning a lost dog. 
Most everyone stopped what. they were doing 
when the announcement came over the PA system 
" ... Less than 120 seconds left ... nearly two million 
dollars worth of racing machinery ... the biggest 
:::artos Reut1m1nn of Argenttn•· tile winner Photo by Scott Mallory ( continued on page twelve 
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By Gordon Mueller 
Carlos Reutemann of 
Argentina Jed the Grand Prix of 
the United States from start .to 
finish, Sunday, after dominating 
the qua Ii fications the day 
before. Finishing nght behind 
him, in an identical Brabham 
Ford. was his teammate Carlos 
Pace of Brazil. James Hunt of 
l:ngland had challenged 
Rcutemann for the lead early in 
the race but had settled into a 
comfortable second place when 
he was unablt; to keep up to the 
Bra hha ms' record-setting. pace. 
W1rh four laps lo go, his 
I lcsketh-Ford ,tarted to falter 
,llld 1'.in· caught hun. Luckily 
tur llunt. he w.is able to fmish 
the race. lirn1;ing into th1rd 
plau:. 
1 lowever. 1 t w;i\ Brazilian 
1 mer~on Fittapald1 who 
L·.ipturcd the l11g pril.e a, he 
drme .i very steady r.ice and 
came 111 fourth place. The three 
p,llnb he earned enabled tum to 
win the World Champ1omhip of 
Driver\ for the second time in 
Ill', four year Formula One 
career. 
It wa, the l1rst championship· 
for his team. the Texaco 
\1arlhoro Mc Lan:ns. McLaren 
also captured this years' 
Indianapolis 500. in a rare 
domination of open-wheel auto 
racing. Con11ng into the 
weekend, Fitt1paldi had been 
tied with Swiss driver, Clay 
Reggazoni, and with South 
Africa's Jody Scheckter, also a 
Lille contender. However, both 
these drivers ran into frustrating 
mechanical troubles and finished 
well out of the running. 
For the Ferrari team of 
Reggazoni. It was a particularly 
frustrating way , to end the 
sc,1,011. Race after race, 
Reggazoni anti his team1nate 
Niki Lauda tlominated the 
pra<.:tic111g, only to experience 
l 
mechanical troubles in several 
key situations. -
Scheckter, driving for the 
Tyrell team, was in contention· 
for the title in only his first full 
season. He drove a very tough 
race; fighting off Fittipaldi and. 
For· Donohue, coming.out of 
retirement to · drive the . new 
Roger Penske car; the First City 
National Bank Travelers Check 
Special, it appeared that' ht. 
might be a little rusty behind the. 
wheel.· He qualified well tiack in 
Not a Holiday Inn, but very comfortable and a good vantage l)Olnt. ' - ' 
Photo by Paul Vernon 
Lauda for fourth place;-only to the field, in the fourteenth 
have engine-problems. Doubtless position, drove hard and 
he will be back for more next managed to move up a spot in a 
plowed ·straight through· a catch weekend. 
fence and rammed the guard rail Koinigg's death .was a grca 
at close to full speed and· was ·surprise, for he crashed in the fa 
i t ti · k'll d Th· . "de t · corner of the. race track, awa fl.!l an Y 1 e · . e i:nci n . from the press and spectato 
happent:,d at the sam.e_tum that areas._Jt was not until welr'aft 
Andrett1 crashed the day l?efore i the .. ,race. the incident w 
an.d . where . French~en /announced, which ·left a ba 
Jean-P!ei;re Belto15e broke ~s leg i taste. in the mouths of many 
on Fnday. Clay ~eggazom also Koinigg started well back in th 
lo~t. control on th15 turn a week field and the sad fact is th 
earlier and suffered an ankle . . at 
..::· Thi h b th · · d most people did not even no tic 
sp1al!). S as een e-secon his · bse ce · th 
year .in a row that a fatality has . bat n the as e race roared 
occii"red ·durin the. rand Prix on. e ore m. 
year. six car duel, but was forced to · . 
- It was also a frustrating ciay retire with a suspension failure. ·,; 
for the American hopefuls in the The two American United Oil i 
field, as neither Mario Andretti Products (UOP) shadow cars 
or Mark Donohue were able to were never in contention for the 
put in a full day at the trii"ck. lead, although both were 
Andretti was particularly· running at the end. The b~st 
frustrated. On Saturday his they could do was a tenth place 
troubles began as he lost control finish by Frenchmen Jean-Pierre 
of his car in the infam.ous Jarier. 
number seven. turn, an extremely The day would have been 
diffic.ult hairpin. Although it· .very exciting had it not been·for.a.· · ·' 
appeared that there was just - tragic incident on the ninth iap: ::_. 
superficial damage to the car, it· Austrian : Helmuth Koiriigg'(··. 
never seemed to run right after driving in only his second race, ., 
the damage to its suspension was failed to negotiate the-seventh . 
corrected. turn in his Surtees Ford. He 
ABC-TV films the event from the Good Vear diriglblll". 
• • • • .. i. : ...... ~ .. ·.' •• > ' .. ~ ...... -
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Photo by Scott Mal/,m 
For Reutemann, it was Im 
third Grand Prix victory of, th~ 
year, as he also won at South 
· Africa and Austria. In -the ove1 .ill 
point standings he fin~~hed six th 
with thirty-two points. For th,· 
Brabha·m team, il was .1 
.,remarkable weekend, as th,", 
captured three of the top I 11 ,· 
place~ in the race. Not only Lhl 
Reutemann lead the race fn,111 
start to finish, he also set a ne 11 
course record in his qualifying 
runs, with a speed of l 22 ~_; 
miles per hour. His tea mm at,· 
· Pace, celebrated his birthd,1: 
with the finest race of his young 
career. 
fn addition to Reutemann 
and Pace, the surprise of the 
weekend was the largely 
unknown Irish driver, John 
Watson. Watson qualified 111, 
_privately_ ~ntered Brabhalll· 
seventh in· the field and wound 
up in fifth· place overall. No one i 
. seemed to be able to explain the 
peculiar spell the Brabhams held 
. -···- · -over Watkins·Glen this weekend 
. ~ Photo by Scott Mallory , In other action over the 
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reekend,"' there were a number 
f other - racing events. The 
econd annual "Thirty-Qunces 
f Watkins Glen" was the first 
ctnal "competition" as 
111t:teen identical Volkswagen 
cdles, donated by vw· dealers 
hroughout the s·tate, were each 
ven a quart of gasoline and 
ent out onto the track. The 
' 
,,, 
/ 
f 
inner was the driver who could• 
oax the greatest mileage out of' 
1s car. Ithaca was...represented 
v drivers from The Ithacan and 
h~ Cornell Daily Sun: -
In the Showdown of the different names, such as 
hadows, -George Follmer For~ula _B and f 0 ~I?ula Ford, 
ecame ·$ 10,000 .- richer and 11nd is ~ a ~teppmg stone ~?r 
ined a measure of revenge·over _ · futur~ dnve~ in the ro!id ..(al:mg . 
ackie Oliver. -'With _)¼lbner,,{-' 
Ii ve r , and''.'' .-pr ~~!:i'pre-~:-? 
ean-Pierre JariGr alljn identical 
':in-Am Shadows, it promised to 
1~ an exciting race. However, 
,,llmer blew the doors· off the 
tiler two drivers and was able 
In rnast for most of the race. In 
th,· process, he set a new 
Ca:1-Am. record, in his 700 odd 
iior,epower Chevrolet powered 
c.rr The race was almost as 
.11111-climatic - as the Can-Am .. 
,~;1i:, itself, where the Sha<Jows 
11 "il every race and Follmer and 
()J,ver bickered, over who was 
,:1 pposed to win. The future of 
th,· Can-Am is in jeopardy, as it 
h.1, again become dominated by 
011,: make of car. 
In other actioi;, 
DTopnoi:., an advertising · '. . - ~~'\;J'!l-,&,, ~, 
t\L'cutive from Evanston, ~~,~F..i.·;~·~· 1•-'..:.'""""-" 
lilrnois, lead the last seven_laps 
Jnd went on to win the Formula 
,\tlantic event, in a Lola T360. 
hlrmula Atlantic cars. are all 
four cylinder, specially. modified 
Ford engines. They are called by 
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a priceless car into a guard ni.il 
- Nonetheless, it was interesting l:o 
c ire uit. In the Volkswagen 
Super-Vee, Elliot-Forbes 
Robinson, the series leader, took 
the lead on the last of fifteen 
laps, and won with an average 
speed of 102.67 miles per hour. 
These are not your ordinary 
Volkswagens. They are specialJy 
modified engines that produce 
up to 150 horsepower and are 
very sophisticated racing 
machines. Like Formula 
Atlantic, Super-Vee is a training -, 
ground, and has already had a 
number of drivers graduate up to 
Formula One.· 
' note the change. that has occured 
in racing machinery over the 
yea~s. 
As well as racing, actwn, the 
United States Naval Parachute 
team put on an excitmg show. as 
they jumped to a target in the 
For Nostalgia buffs, there was 
the Lowenbrau Vintage Grand 
Prix. The . winning car was a 
Maserati, . although many of 
up, out of the esses 
~i·i:::~ '':'.' ~·::-:::· ..... ,,.. ···'.-:·~--:·:::': ':·::::::.z::'1~-::~'"::'~~C::''. 
bee-line for the already-proven deadly seventh turn. 
. Photo by Scott Mal/o'ry 
Photo h.v Scott Mallory 
track infwld with pin-point 
· accurncy. However, despite the 
efforts hy the track management 
to keep the large crowd 
occupied, there were the usual 
number of drunks, streakers, 
drug arrests. etc. On Fnday 
evening smoke billowed out owr 
the area. a stolen charter bus was 
set on fire. Racing crowds are 
infamou, l'or their lunacy and 
Watkins Glen was no etcept10n 
After the enllre atfair wa, nv.:r, 
and ,1 t tL·r havmg ,pent ,in 
estimall!d five hour, m bumper 
·to bumper traffic over the ent11e 
weekend, leaves one with mixed 
op101ons. The ,heer excitement 
of automobile racing. the great 
noise and expectation. leave <1 
definite impression. The tragedy 
on the track and many of the 
other occurcncc~ of the weekend 
made much of this year's 
Watkms Glcn-'s Grand Prix a l11t 
of sad commentary on 
spectators and an apparently, 
very dangerous sport. 
-· 
/ 
( conrinued from page nine ) 
Grand Prix in US history .. .less than 20 seconds ... " 
And they were off, in a deafening roar of 
souped-up engines that drowned out the· 
announcer. Almost 130,000 stood up, huddled 
against fences and stnading on tiptoes try-ing for a 
better view. The Grand Prix had begun. 
There's a section on the grounds (not on the 
track 1t~clf) called "the bog~. It's a swampy area, 
and every year people bring their old, 
reaJy-to-be-.1unked cars there. They set them on 
fire. lettmg them sink mto the bog. Authorities 
accept this as tradition. Thi, year, some people 
tneJ to outJo tradition. They stole a Greyhound 
bu~. Jrove 1L to the bog and set 1t aflame. "It was 
done Jmt f,H the hell of 1t." said one wo.man 
venJor who was selling, among other things, 
T-,hirb with the pnnted phrase. "The Bog Wants 
You!"' 
The sharp "90" 
Photo by Scott Mallory 
AnJ .then. not long into the race, the weekend's 
seconJ death. On the most Jangerous curve of the 
track. llelmut Koi111ig. a 25 year old Austn~n 
dnver. craslwd under and through the guardrail. 
I le was a replacement driver. first reserve, and 
didn't even know he was lo ra~e til a few hours 
heforchanJ. Billows of black smoke cam!! over the 
11111. hut except for those who witnessed it, no one 
~uspeL·ted 111uch because nothing was reported 
Jurmg the raL'l'. One off1c1al sa1J 1t was because no 
one wanlL'd the crowJ to panll:. The race 
continued wl11lc Shenff l:u~ton anJ an ambulance 
crew I JCL'U to the scenL'. 
Spectators. unawarl' of ·the tragedy, cheered for 
their favonk as the cars sped around the t~ack. 
They chL'ereJ t rom hcl1copters. grandstands, from 
trees and on tops ot cars and buses. The race 
continued with Carlos Reutemann leading the 
L'nllre time. and one driver leavmg the track with 
F 
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• Around the hairpin, down 
faulty shocks. Unit! it was all over, and the 
announcer giving results on the PA system to those 
who were not seated at the.finish line. · , 
And inside the garage, drivers returned with 
their cars and pit crews, and a few fans who"' 
wanted quick autographs -and then who would 
attempt to beat the traffic out of'.the Glen. Mike 
Wilds just puttered around his cage as his crew 
worked on the car. Other drivers de-suited and 
talked with their crews ahout what went wrong. 
Wilds finished tenth, good fqr the first race he 
ever qualified for. Yet there was a slight but 
definite , trace of sadness in his looks. The 
loudspeaker in the garage unm~rc.ifully carried ~he 
announcer's words as he descnbed the process10n 
the winner·s circle, the flowing champagne and the 
thunderous applause, all for the winner, Carlos 
Reutmann from Argentina, and for the new 
world's champion, Emerson Fittipaldi from Brazil. 
· That same lanky young man, who is Wilds' 
publicity agent, started shouting, "Get your Mike 
Wilds T-shirts here. Only :ii3.00!" 
. Every driver would like to finish first, but every 
driver can't. Wilds. with shoulders slightly 
hunched, still signed the autographs and T-shirts, 
and posed for picture~ in and around his car. 
For Derek Lees, the race takes on ~ slightly 
different point of view. He is the chief mechanic 
for the company that sponsored- Wilds. His duty is 
making absolutely° sure the car is always ready and 
well cared for. He's worked as chief mechanic for 
three years and, as he put it, "I'm good at it and I 
enjoy doing it." 
If you think you've been pouring money into 
Q1aintaining your car, Lees has to spend over· 
$250,000 per season maintaining and rebuilding 
the company car. A season is only fifteen races! 
The pit is an exciting place to be during the race, 
hut only ti)ose who know what they're doing 
should be in the pit. When asked just what goes on· 
there when a driver pulls in, Lees summed it up in 
one word: "Panic." 
Photo by Scott Mallory 
A'nd then the , Exodus ... tho'usands of cars 
creeping along a single lane through downtown 
Watkins Glen. Many came away with autographs, 
T-shirts, memories, and with photographs. In 
return, they left over two million dollars at the 
track, and an estimated couple hundred tons of 
litter. Winner Carlos Reutmann takes the $50,000 
grand purse, Emerson Fittipaldi takes the title of 
world's champion. Some drivers left content. 
Some left unhappy and determined for next year'i, 
race. And one driver left the most anyone could, 
for someone who 'believes in what he's doing ... one 
driver left his life. 
Photo by Paul Vernon 
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. continued fro_m .. eaje· 8 . _ 
probably safe to assume th~t many f!_lajor'. points of 
·the pl_ay w.ere.lost in the-confusion created-by the 
cutting of it. And -yet, a lat of that confusion 
could have been· teduced if the lyrics of the songs 
were l!~ard and/or un9ersto.od better .. Olten this 
was due fo a-lack of diction . and volum·e on the 
performers' part and also to · an overzealous 
, orchestra. 
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. look on how so many of us, in an attempt to 
overcome loneliness, or- to find out first-hand if 
what Hefner is saying in the Playboy Philosophy is 
true, substitute erotic over-kill for a real and 
purposeful relationship based on love, The 
free-spirits, advocates of wife-swapping and the 
· like in Berri's film, are depicted as sad, funny 
creatures. Feeling that life is passing them by, they 
leer at others making love, they acquire fetishes 
and devise sexual scenarios to keep their marriages 
alive. 
There were . many refreshing .bits good for 
sincere hearty laughs, ·evidencing imagl.native 
- directing. And· as_·an ensemble, the cast must be 
applauded. Each was awarded a s.olo bit, but 
·blended back Jrerfectly into the "group-." lE SEX SHOW 
One thing 1 especially like about Berri as a 
satirist is his ability to include himself in his satiric 
appraisal without becoming silly or morose about 
it (as Woody Allen occasionally does). The 
double-standard that Berri invokes concerning his 
'IVife and her taking on a lover is symptomatic of 
the Macho Theory of Dommance; it's o.k. if Berri 
tries to screw everything in sight that isn't moving 
too fast, but let his wife take on one lover and he 
slaps her and calls her a bitch. 
Steven Diamant iU)d Walton Amey were 
brilliantly paired .as the two escaped convicts ancr- -
their cleat, magical numbers (often with Yvonne 
Pen) were the highlights of the show. Both Actors 
deiivered excellent performances and were 
proportionately excellently receiv.ed· by the 
audience.· Moments, other than wl,ten these two 
hel_d the spotlight, that were ~gh points definitely 
included a solo by Usa Cohn and the appeara1:ces 
of Priscilla Fntersz, who, as the Mother, seems to 
have lost her babies and warns that·if hiiven't 
found Sin. yet, give yourself. time-you will. An 
interesting characterization· was provided by 
Thomas ·Graff and most of the. numbers in the 
show were....equally "interesting" although one or 
two might have bordered ·on the oistasteful. 
Unfortunately, the blocking--did not give all areas 
of the Arena equal view. 
The dances were created by Rhonda Glasberg, 
and although the movements complimented the 
main parts of the sqpg beautifully, it was 
disappointing that better use 9f the dance talent 
within the' cast was not taken advantage of. 
Technically, the show's lighting could have stood 
some more rehearsing. 
Overall, it was an ·extremely enjoyable 
production, le"aving the audience members uplifted 
despite the - constant bombardment of sensory 
experiences. 
S_A.B'S. 
'5 u ·p ~--i-- _m o_oJh' 
'· B;tf~~~;rt~·a>,~}-_·: _: _\:;_.::: 
Octobe·r is "Sup~; -~~~Hf' . .for the Student 
Activities Boar,d. The Crossrqads in Egbert Union 
will be the--:target of extensive use during the next 
three weeks. 
c_ontinued on page J.4 
Berry good 
By Steve Swartz 
At the Sex Shop you can satisfy any and every 
erotic __ desire· under the su~: vibrators, chastity 
belts,-ejaculation stimulants an·d depressants are all_ 
for sale. .Sex, whether it be casual or highly 
formalized, is the commodity that director/actor 
Claude Berri has focused on; love, however, is 
quite another. st9ry. -
In The Sex Shop Berri portrays a nebbish with 
a wife, 2 kids, and an unprofitable book store. 
Parisians are no longer buying books, and he is 
going broke. As if by magic, an old friend appears 
and offers to help change Berri's bankrupt business · 
into a goldmine - all Berri has to do is convert his 
librarie into le sex shop; which, ·with visions of 
, vibrators and sugar plums dancing in his head (not 
to mention a few thousand francs), he proceeds to 
do. 
But Berri soon finds that he cannot divorce his 
business from his social life - he quite literally. in 
the form of manuals on carressing and the hke, 
starts to bring the office home, Also, turned on by 
the literature and exotic devices his store displays, 
Berri decides to branch out - to get a piece of the 
action. 
His sexual odyssey, however, turns out to be 
some.tl1.ing·Iess than he envisione·d: the parties, the 
swinging clubs he starts to frequent, the thought 
of being unfaithful to his wife, leave Berri in a 
state of erotic catatonia. He feels that he should be 
doing something ( everybody else is), but playing 
the game only frustrates him. 
The Sex Shop is quite often an incisive sa tine 
I found the end of Le Sex Shop to be 
unsatisfactory - m a scene where Berri and his wife 
re-affirm their love for one another (the 
pre-requisite for good sex, in Berri's eyes), he 
over-simplifies the point that has been implicit 
throughout the entire film. 1 would have· thought 
him too expert a satirist to hit us with such a 
glaring truth, but it is one of Berii's·few faults that 
he tends every now and then to an easy way out 
(usually done through a maudlin or excessively 
syrupy ending). 
On the whole, Le Sex Shop is a worthwhile 
film; it will be playing, thru next Tuesday, at the 
Temple Theater, 
Broadcast Sclledule Jor S1111day e1•,•1w1g Oct. I .I. I CJ7.J 011 
/CTV, Cable 7. 
8:00 News Scene • World and local happenings are 
brought onto focus as the News Scene crew scans tne news 
front for all the news you want to know 
8: 15 All Kinds of People • This. week, host Chuck 
Sivertsen takes a 1001< at the Suoc1de Prevention and Crisis 
Service of Tompkins County. 
8:30 Consumer lns.ight - Electric cars and their poss,ole 
future use is this Sunday evening's topic for d1scuss1on. 
9:00 Freeze Frame • H~st Skip Landen discusses t_he film -
"Classroom Cops" w1tt1 its drrcctor and Jss1stant director 
Pete Rolfe and Tom Keery II. 
9:30 Happening World • Ent.erta111mcnt w1t11 a twist 1s the 
basis of this new weekly ·series. l his wee I<, Toby Pl11llips 
and Pete Steinhaus 1oin hosts Fred Raker, Gary Bruce and 
Condi Veta at "The Crossroads" 
Hea .. quarters for 
Semperit ·Radial Tires 
JI\ J868 AMERICA WAS 92 YEARS OLD, 
LINCOLN HAO FREED THE SLAVES, 'PEASANTS IN 
EU ROPE - WE RE RE VOL l ING and 
W' l---K·o~ -. ·-,- - . ~ . . ~,. . , . . . ·.' ~ . :' - . 
.. 
·,_'; ; 
THE CORNER BOOK 
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'Super mo.nth' Wt1/lti11g-T11/I \. . comes 
connnued Jrom page 13 up shorr 
By Darry Searle 
Sixteen evenings this month will be full of 
entertainment. according to Bill Hutchings, 
(Programming Intern for the Union), and Chuck 
Riter (Student Manager- for the Crossroads). There 
will be guaranteed free entertainment at (east three Walking Tall is a story . of corruption and 
nights a week, probably on Monday, Wednesday, violence. It is also the story of a brave, honest, 
and Friday eve nm gs. righteous man who fights the system and beats it. 
The C1 ossroads has been m existence for severai The story itself is a cliche and rather corny. 
years. hut this year there is an added push to bring Ex-wrestler Buford Pusser, played by· Joe Don 
in a higher level ot quality entertainment. Baker comes home from·, his life of "being a 
An example of this 1s hemg attempted with the trained animal in somebody else's circus" to settle 
"Special Guest Serie\" heginnmg next week. The down in his beautiful, peaceful hometown of 
new idea entails lmng111g in semi-professionals at McNairey, Tennessee. It's a beautiful place, 
least orn.:e a month to perform._ These special however H ~ 110 10nger tne quamt, old-tasnioncu 
performances cost more to run. since the country town it used to·bc. As his jovial friend. 
performers arc more well known and more Rudy t'ells him "Buford, we're a big town, now. 
experienced than the w,ual talent. ~o there will he We got our very own sin, corruption, and vice!" 
a small charge of S.25 or S.50 on Unfortunately, the laugh was on Rudy-his body 
these occasion\ llutchmgs ~aid ·'We're trying to was later found at the bottom of a river._ 
~ve stuuents a chance to see a performance that's In an attempt to "get rid" of Pusser, the 
· clo,c to a mini-concert at a ridiculously low price." ~sherriff is killed. ~uford, elected the new sheriff, 
The first of the~e !,pec1al evcnb will take place 
on October 15 and I 6. when Dave Capus, a 
gu1 tamt who often play, at the Stables Inn, will 
perform. ,ca pu!, a ppcare_d at the Crossroads three 
weeks ago when he accompanied Bruce 
Vanderpool 111 the third ,et or his performance. 
The ( 'ros:,road, ha:, uone much this year. yet 
the cxcitmg part 1~ th<: tact that there 1s a limitless 
potential that ha, been barely explored m terms of 
n<:w and mnovat1ve pertormances. 
'"Nightclub Night" will be one ot the new 
tornwh be111!_! tned out On Saturday, November 
2nd. the ( ·ro:,,roads will try out a new 11nage. The 
pertormcrs will present a nightclub atmosphere, 
compll..'te with comedian~. cabaret act!,, anu a belly 
1 
dancl..'r. l'ahlc:, will he decorated. waitresses will be 
work111g. the WlllL' har will he open. and students 
will he asked to we.ir "nice" clothes. meaning 110 
dungarees. 
Bill llutch111g., a1Hl Chuck Riter have put an 
enormou~ .1111ount ot time and effort into the 
( ro"roatls. and are excited abciut the prospects 
for I lih year. l lutch.ing~ feels that •· /\s long as the 
n·,p,,11·.,· 1, l_!Ood. thaf means better things .ire to 
<:0111,· I he Crossroads welcomes any new talent. 
II 1 1tnestl'll. cont,1<.:t Chuck Riter at XS78. 
must face moonshiners, murderers, and lots of just 
plain na~ty people. It was mdecd hard for this 
reviewer to swallow the fact that this man could 
clean up a whole town, take on gangs of men at·a 
time, and solve the · racial problem-almost 
single-handedly. -
Worst of all, Walking Tall was an extremely 
violent and bloody movie. Much of it was 
unnecessary: only thrown in for effect. There were 
countless close-ups of blood-splattered faces, and 
bodies scarred hy whips and swttchblades. The 
mauame of the local whore house is shot once in 
the head and (as the camera zooms in for an 
extreme close-up) once through the eye. 
In the acting department, Walking Tall had a 
good crew of actors and actresses, but still came 
up short. Joe Don Baker, although convincing, was 
not outstanding. His wife, played by the 
mealy-mouthed Elizabeth Hartman was the same 
as she is in all her moves. Women's L1bbers might 
even get up in arms over her self-sacrifo.:mg, merely 
ornamental role as Buford's wife. 
If you can stand the incredible vi0lence of this 
film and overlook 1t"s overdone plot, and 
sometimes uninspiring acting, it's a picture that 
will shock you and probably ag,1inst your will, 
move you. 
ITHACA SPORTING GOODS 
AMAZING 
SKI & BOOT 
CLEARANCE SALE! 
FANTASTIC PRE-SEASON SAVINGS ON ·oOALITY SKI EQUIPMENT 
sk·s I Reg. Price Sae Price-
Kings.rook 
_s95_9950 s79 Chapparal _ 
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$25+up 
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./ around ·the campu1 
TABULATE 
Academic Computer Services will present a seminar on using the 
computer to tabulate questionnaire results on Friday Oct. 11 at 11 
A.M. in Friends 305. Topics covered will include special 
considerations for design of questi~nnaires, use of canned programs . 
such as TAB ULA TE for statistical analysis. 
CHICKEN LITTLE 
"Chicken Little" will·· be performed as ii multi-media theatre 
production ·by the Crystal Theatre on Saturday Oct. 12 at 8 P.M. 
Admission is $2, tickets will be on sale at the door. The_ event will . 
take place in the Main Theatre of the Dillingham Center. 
BACKSTAGE 
If you have wondered· what goes on backstage before the theatre 
curtain rises,. you are invited to learn firsthand at 4 P.M. Tuesday, 
Octob.er I 5, m the Arena Theatre. The Green Room offering for the 
week is entitled. "Backstage: An Acto'r Prepares." The audience will 
receive instruction in basic techniques of makeup, followed by a 
simulation 0£ what goes on in professional theatre from "half hour" 
can· to ''places, please." Leading the demonstration is Prof. Earl . 
Mccarroll of Drama-Speech, artistic director of Maine's professional 
classical repertory theatre (The Theatre at Monmouth). He' will be 
assisted by Cheryl Moore, Richard W esp and other drama students 
with experience in Equity theatres. 
FILM AND POLICITCS FESTIVAL 
The I.C. Film and Politics festival, sponsored by the Politics Club 
and Student Government will present its second film, "The Red and 
the White" on Tuesday, October IS, at 8 P.M. in TI03. Fifty-cent 
donations will be taken at the door. 
WE CAN DO BETTER 
"We Can Do Better,". is the theme of this year's United Way 
campaign, which gets underway this week in the entire county. 
According to Vice President for Colldge Relations and Resource 
Development~ Charles G. McCord, ~ho is serving as this year's 
· chairman of the College's campaign effort, "It will take a more 
concentrated effort on the part 'of the entire College community to 
meet our goal of S 15, I IO, and I hope you will support.th~s .effort 
now to the extent you are able." 
CHORAL CONCERT 
Choral fo~ces-.of .-Ithaca Cqllege, 200 strong: wiif ~~;f1:;~: ~t 
Walter Ford Hall Sunday evening Oct. 13. Directing the 8: I 5 P.M. 
concert. which is open _to the public free of charge, are Roland 
Bentley and James Porterfield. 
Porterfield and the Ithaca College_ Women's Chorale open the 
program with a series of twelye short descriptive pieces by th_e 
contemporary ;\merican composer Vincent Persichetti. • 
Persichetti's Te Deum, Opus 93 will be performed by the College 
Chorus and organist Paulette Fry under the direction of Roland 
Bentley. With Jean Redding at the piano, the -chorus will sing 
another sacred contemporary selection, Psalm 150 by Theodor.e 
Petersen. 
The Ithaca College Conc_ert Choir takes over the Ford· Hall stage 
for the second half of the program, beginning with Five Proverbs on 
i ove by Robert Starer, written in I 950. Next, in honor of the 
centennial of Charles lvj!s' birth. Bentley and the choir will present 
hi~ Psalm 90. 
The concert will close with a musical dialogue by Kirke Mechem 
The Shepherd an\! His Lov:e. _ ' 
SKI IN VERMONT 
The ski club will hold its organizational meeting on Thursday 
Oct. IO at &P.M. in Science 202. The team will be going to Vermont 
Oh two occasions this Winter for weekend ski spectaculars. , 
Interested? If you are, come and hear more or contact Paul Koch 
277-3657. . ' ~ . ' 
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: Forens·ics- ;.,,s 
... · Reff ecfiohs on pdl'etit'S Weefc8'1d: "',_.... .r"', -- - • . • . _,.. __ 
debatable 
By Paula Moscato 
The Fore·nsics Association is \ 
filling a calendar of events for 
the , year. Forensics takes in 
debate, di~cussion, reader's 
theatre, and individual .speaking · 
events. The schedule will include 
programs· on . campus and 
·downtown as well as 
intercollegiate tournaments. 
Two woric~hops have been 
· held this fall, one -in Syracuse, 
___ and one in Buffalo; which some 
members of Forensics have 
taken advantage of. The national 
intercollegiate· deb_ate topic for 
the year is Resolved: That the 
power of the Pr!!sidency should 
be significantly.· curtailed. 
- Members of the Association plan --
to 'enter competition in debate 
and individual speaking events ·at 
Plattsburgh State University Oct. 
11-12 ,- 'NL Jara University Oct. 
18-19, and Central Connecticut 
State College ·oct. '25-26. A 
delegation will also represent 
Ithaca at the Annual New York 
State .· Forensic · Association's 
Legislative Assembly Nov. 
2'1-23. . 
-The Association is again 
planning to bring speakers_ to . 
I.C. According to' William 
Shayne, president of Forensics, 
they are trying to get people of 
"iI!}pact and importance at this 
time." 
Some Forensics members are 
working to put on Community 
Service Programs at lthacare and 
the library, possibly with 
members of the Intra-Fraternity 
Council. . 
By Robert Berkowitz 
· ' Parent Parent's Weekend. parent's weekend i_t is such a bore, 
Thank God it mes very early, and then there is no more. 
We cle_aned u · ,ur rooms and made like we 're learning, 
I can still smell that smell from the garbage we've been burning. 
Not too much beer, and hide all of the wine, 
Throw all of the comic books in the closet behind. 
Find something to wear that looks pretty clean, 
If you want therp to send food, have a look that is lean. 
Why didn't you-write? How come you don't call? 
They all ask the same questions, they drive you up a wall. 
Are you studying?. Are you learning' They all want to know. 
By the way, about the weather, what happened to all that snow? 
Friday, Saturday, Sunday the same. 
At least it was sunny and it didn't ram. 
We took them to class rooms we were right on the beam. 
To tell vou the truth, some ol them I've nc1•er seen 
But now that it's over and our rcfrzg's are Juli, 
And they brought all our sweaters, acri/ic and wool 
We need a Jong rest, we 're a terrible wreck. 
And we won't have to call ur write till we need another check. 
· Barry··Katcher proudly -presents: 
a very special evening with 
Jo/Jn Alcl"ug/Jlin 
and- t/Je Ala/Ja·vis/Jnu Orchestra 
with Jean·Luc Ponty and 
12 mell\bers of NY Philharmonic 
I 
Ben Light Gym October 26 8pm 
tickets 4.50 advance 5.00 door tickets on sale soon 
IN COOl'ERA TION WITH THE IT/JAC:1 COL LEG I:· BURl:A U OF CONC/:'WJ:"i 
THE STUDENT 
GOVE.RNMENT 
Presents if or the first time 
A Special Flight for Thanksgiving Vacation 
leaving Ithaca on_ Friday Nov. 22 • ret-urn-ing 
,to Ithaca _on Sunday Dec_. 1 
.Ithaca Airport - LaGuardia 
'rou·nd 'trip fare·,. only f38.~7 regu·larly 57.27 
limited seating so sign up NOW! 
for further information 
- -· 
& res·ervations: contact 
lly~e. Midd,leman at X504 hoffice 
· ours: Monday 3:30 - 4:30 
or 272-9567 . ' Tues_day 12:30 - 1:30 
W.ed_~esday. 5:00 - 6:0 
offic-e .. is located in the 
Slude1it · Govemment. 
office in the U11ion.", 
' : ·. . . ' , . -~ ~ -., 
\ .,.. ... f'Cl,p,G,'\cJ"~Mt~·:it:,Ql",-.~'r,-) .. v._'S,:i..t,i.a,:,r\Ln- .. ,t1•...:1,1., .. a.141;,11,,...~,loJ-1'itW111,.A,1N1wl 
' \ 
-~•.!. . .._,:~J,~,-· ?··(>-i .. ~ .::.:_r.- _;,.,~; . ., .-,. . \· 
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Soccer Season shapes. up 
By Rich Berg 
The , Ithaca College soccer The te,am 's leading scorer so 
team is approaching mid-season far has been Mo Alsager. Mo is 
and things seem to be shaping up the cousin of Abby Almuhailani, 
for the Bomber booters. The who was the Bomber'_s leading 
lthacans traveled to the scorer for the last three years. 
University ol Rochester on Abby is now at the Albert 
Tuesday and came away with a ·Einstein College of Medicine in 
1-1 t11: against a tough New York where he. is finishing 
Yellowjacket squad. up his senior year. 
Thus far the Bombers arc Co-captain Dave Kleinfelder 
3-1-1. They've beaten Hobart, is back for his senio_r year. at 
Cortland, and St. Bon\lventure fullback and is the backbone of 
with their only loss coming the team. Says McCormack 
. against a rugged Clarkson team. "Dave is ou~ top player, he's th~ 
The Bombers had a successful team leader." Kleinfelder is only. 
campaign last year. compiling a part of a tough defensive unit:-
7-3-2 record. Coach Wilfred "Defense is the strongest part of 
McCormack is looking to at least our game," said McCormack. 
rriatch that mar:k this fall. "We have more depth there.'' 
The biggest change in the Although the Bomber's 
team from lasi: year 1s that they biggest asset is their defense · 
now have more depth. "We _have McCormack thinks that t·h~ 
eight new players who can start halfbacks ace very important. 
and seven of them are "The ga_l)J_C is won or lost at 
freshmen", boasts McCormack.· The Bomber's next opponent 
< · o a c h M c < · or 111 a ck Is will be Alfred. to be played at 
particularly pleased with the l.C. on Saturday at I I :30. Last 
play of Frank Cohen who plays year the lthacan's were losing to 
center halfback. C'ohL·n 1s a Alfred 2-0, but they came back 
freshman from Poughkeepsie, to score two goals in the last 
N. Y. minute to salvage a 2-2 tie. 
ITHACA BOWL Brunswick DMsion 
f 24 LANES 
SNACK·BAR 
PRO SHOP 
CUSTOM DRILLING 
~..II 
Ol'ERATIOMS ~
- I - • George Preikszaitis 
CenterManagat" 
Brun-lck ltti.ca Bawl 
378 Elmira Road, lth9CII, New Volk 14lli0 
{807) 212-19Z2 
- ~, .: 
-_,,,,.-. 
BOl\:BERS 
( continued from pn~'2) 
called· it back. IC still had the 
ball, but a fumble ended t ·· 
threa~ seconds later. · 
. . -
Defensive back Chuck Kroll 
finally started the lthacans off. 
on a second touch down drive 
with a late second period 
interception just inside Saxon 
territory. Boyes ran for 38 yards 
on the 'following play to set the 
score up. Following an illegal 
motion call against the Bombers 
on the next play, halfback Bill 
Carney ran in from the 14 for 
IC's - second touch down of the 
afternoon. Markowick hit on his 
17th ~AT in 17 attempts for a 
14-0 IC halftimme advantage. 
The ·opening minut~s of the 
second half br_ought ~similar -
frustration- to any scoring 
attempts by the Bombers. 
Halfback Dave Remick ran for -
gains of 1 53 and 4 7 yards in 
Ithaca's first two offensive 
series', only to see the ball 
rumbled away both ·times on the 
following play. Remick still had 
plenty to b~ happy a.bout, as he 
gained I 39 yards on 18 carries 
for the. aftern·oon. He leads IC in 
rushing thus ·far t'his season with 
.385 yards in 65 carries. -
299-CASES 
OLD BEER 
. . , •.•. _,.,. . . , T ', 
ro~tfi•s lcesis 
su;,:pf ies. ice_ 
ff 1··1ED CIGAR 
..... o••'-" 
IA.II TO •• p II. 
'.:\ ::~:} .. ~-~ ~-(:,:.::·; :: J:_:.'··,:'<}?:-~::' <~?·:~ ,_·-~.-.-_ ·:t_~~_:.r·f~t>· ·~-
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. .-.~ 
lthacc1 successfully blocks one of Alfred's punts 
Photo by Bruce _Ed'elstein -
( continued from page 2) 
Five minutes into the third kick made it 21-8 with just over 
period, Alfred finally was able to two minutes elapsed in the final 
score, following another Bomber quarter. 
fumble. The Saxons recovered The Saxons came right back, 
the loose ball on the IC 25, and· driving down -to- the Bomber 
drove to the one, aided ~y a pass nine_ on their . .next seri~s, but 
interference call at the goal line. Were· stalled when Kristoff-was· 
Sax.on halfback Charles Stanley sacked twice in-a row, the final 
_pushed his way over for the final time by defensive back Mike 
yard on the next play. Donnelly on the fourth down. 
Quarterback Chris Kristoff The Ithacans tried to ice the 
found his. end John Henderson victory midway __ in the fourth 
in the end zone , for the two period, when Flanker Tim Nunn 
point conversion, cutting !C's ran 58 yardS' deep into ,Saxon 
leadto14-8. ~erritory, but the Saxons 
Things__bcgan looking gloomy stubborn defense held and IC 
f.9r 'the 13601 bffi air of a sudden;· '-missed •--a· ·field ··goal· ·on· fourth,.·.; 
as they were then forced to punt> down. _ _ ,; 
from deep in their own territory~ IC finally did score late in the ~--
The snap was mishandled _'and period, driving 70 yards in ·nine 
Alfred found themselves in plaYJ.. Nunn capped the. driye, 
perfect shape for the possible go runn_ing the final eight yards, 
ahead score.· The Bomber after setting up the score with a ·_ 
defense came through just one 4 7 yard run. He ended. the day 
more_ time, holding the Saxons ynth · 127 yar~s in ~ight cames. 
on -a f9urth and .short situation The .~thacans now move into 
This Columbus DC1y . to regain possession. of the ball, .. the tot1ghesi part of:,' their .. just before the :end of the third sc~edule, starting thfa Saturday period. They · then drove 74 when they face' New· England's 
yards in ten plays. Fullback Al number one small college team, 
Howell capped. the drive witli a=- Springfie,Id_,: Game time_ for the 
seven yard run. . Mark-owick's. ho~e contest1s I :3_0 PM-:· di$ c.o v:.e_.r 
- . - ...... ·. 
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011 sal,• c1 I bar 
in xonj1111l'lio11 wilh 
GIRLS MTE OUT 
-FiUl)A ,,._ 
Dl GOUT GIRLS 
VARSITY DRINKING TEAi\: 
DRINKS OFF AT 5:00 
AGAINST DELTA ·PSI KAPPA 
_$otur~a,; after gam• 
. . ' . 
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_ Ro~~~ S. Boothroyd - · Cl:Jss of .:~4·. 
Robert L: ,Boo:y,royd _ --~ -:· · Cla~ uf ·c,t_r 
Ht'_nry G .. Kf'yif'r .·--· -_:_· -· Cl~ss of ·.si· " 
' .. ' ·, _,_ +--
Wrlham t·ty~Wk~~:--.-·--~- C.1..U, 
:aoJ1~R~ s. ~t.111tovo -
·-_AGENC.Y,~ ·1N(;.'. '-·-~ 
. -· \ . .._.. -
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.: ·r writing.to;. . •J / • I ' 
.- Explaining the purpose,.of- iJ. 
useful fall racing sched'ule, 
, Mudge stated, "It gives our 
returning oarsmen ·a chance to 
improve their skills and ability 
. while giving racing experience to 
' our new oarsmen:,'. -
It also .allows.Coach Tallman_ 
to judge the various Crew team 
, members in the boats and plan 
·ahead for ·the regular season in 
. the spring. 
The Oarsmen's dedication 
was apparent two weeks ago 
.when they staged a 50 mile row 
to raise money for their fall 
races. In the boat were Will 
By :.>ete Pocock captain Skip Mudge enthused, Shayne, Stu Leoriard, John 
, __ "We're loo~ing forward to a very -Romain, Tom Peth and Mike 
, Many Ithaca College students . successful fall racing season." _ Willia~. among others. 
have .. tumed ··their atte'ntion·to ·, On October 27th, the IC Due- to high winds, rain and 
fall sports. like _football and boats· will travel 'to Boston to dangerously rough waters, the 
soccer. Another group of IC compete -in the Head of the · trip was not completed. Twenty 
athletes are working . hard in Charles Regatta, facing stiff" five miles had been covered 
prepartion for-,..their .schedule~ competition' from Harvard, MIT, before lake Cayuga's w~ves 
surfacing in the next three,. 31!~ Northeastern. In November, . began to swamp the boat. Crew 
weeks: the--Cre_w team. · - · · . the Oarsmen turn their attention . had made it to King's Fer~ in-
·- With fwo _major regattas to -tne river in Philadeipliia only tw? a~d a half hours,_ an 
2 ch~duled a!1d ng~rous practice where they Will be rowing in the accomplishment the team.-was 
se~s1ons ur,·_er their water belts, Frost.bite Regatta. very p_roud of. 
Lady lthacans overwhelm 
Ithaca College has· always had 
the: -reputation o.f__haviJlg one of Brockport State, and Stony more depth than any of her 
the finesf field hockey teams in Brook, the Lady lthacans scored previous hockey teams. 
New York State, and this year a tota1 of 37 goals, whJ,le holding The two squads. have -four 
proves to -be no exception. their opponents to only eight more games to play before the 
Under the guidance of coach. goals. Besides the well 6alanced .New _York State Field .Hockey 
Doris Kostrinsky, . the Lady offense and st• ong defense ·or Toumamen t. On Oct::>ber 15, 
Ithacans · have compiled an her first-ieaIJl, Coach KoStrinsky they w!ll host East Stroudsburg 
impressive five win and zero loss can be equally proud of her _.State, then meet Sprin,gfo:ld 
record. In all five victories, the second team. College in Oneonta the following 
I.C. la$1ies have displayed a well ..'.fhese girls have overwhelmed Saturday. To end their regular 
-_-balanced offense complemented all_their opponents on their way season of play, the Ithacans will 
by an aggressive and consistent to . an undefeated four win meet perhaps their toughest. 
defense. · - . record. It is with this particular match of the· _year when· they 
On their way to defeating squa~ of girls that Ms. host LpcJ< Haven State on 
~art wick. Colgate, Cornell, Kostnnsky feels she ·possesses·-October 23. 
:! /•,:, 
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r,;oN .-FRI. UNION BUFfER LOUNGE TV 
;- FREE 7:30 & 9:30 
- ' f:)ue- "to circumstances bey_ond. our control, our· programs 
. will be lim~~~- to the Buffer _Lounge until further notice~ 
r ': • 
. .:· 
tfpccmi~·ng Progra'!'s: .. REEFER MADNESS 
: dci. 2·1-2s 
BEST OF. N. Y. EROTIC . 
FfL·M- FEST[_V"_AL -
.. ·-··< NOV. 4-~ 
. · Department of Highe!:,_Education 
- .-State Scholarship Commission 
Box417 ·-
~ Tre~ton, NJ. 08625 · 
Upperclassmen are not eligible for the program. 
' 
Metal Sc~lpture 
the iron shop 
8C)WNTOWN 1THACA uz-i,01 
~ comes it1. t\1.reis. 
'You aKd ,YOIAY' \ove,,-
~nta a-f_lne, jewel~r. 
.. " ~:. 
Frank Hai:nmer is your 
fine jeweler here in 
Ithaca. He'll help 
you select a beauti-
ful Keepsake diamond 
that will be a symbol 
of your love now and 
forever. 
. Ithaca's 
exclusive authorized 
--Keepsake Dealer. 
••• 
Open Fridays till 9 pm_ 
LOVE-IS 
Love __ i~_ a giving thing. 
so give the gift of love 
.•• a Keepsake diamond ring . 
Choose from perfect solitaires, 
beautiful matched sets and trios. 
Mode'rn and traditional settings 
in--precious 14K gold. Keepsake, 
there is no finer-diamond ring. 
....... ·. 
~ ,. -
_ ........ .a. 
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· B~o~.Bag:. -~: dev~pe~..., a~,rthis.,,:B!o~n,-<.:.Ba~e~o-i~~~t~,---,..~.~-t :~ffo~-!'T,are~ 
· . .. . Seminar. _.Ho)Veve:r,'. it::;was 11-·:!'e_mg-- i,ttll11e;.lfi\ go~ _ fa1th. to· 
( continued from page 3 ) 
Stanton, 'would elimrnatc 
schedule inconsistencies. 
chance· to discuss peraonal v'iews ~i_r~ . -~ualifiei} _wome!1 ·,. and . 
concerning · I .C.' informally mmonty. grou'p members, and 
d·uring lunch. Fill yo~r · own that there is no discrimination 
brown bag and bring it to the against .. ·. them in salary or 
next seminar to be announced promotions: · 1 
shortly. ' Ithaca College's. Affirmative 
Action · :Program .is - .still some 
cl:ista!lce from· <:oming under the 
tramework. of the ~HEW 17 
guidelines. Extensive data on job 
Affirmative Action 
(continued from page 3) classification, salary analysis,· 19 
'/· (' 
·, / - _., 
~.r. ~gc'l _,:l'~'-'J .. o L 1~<it,bO ,1u.:mJll t ,,,_i·;· 
I - I' 
A second point of discussion 
~as student awareness. Students 
do not always know what 
opportunities are available to 
them. This was suggested to be 
attributed to the advisors as 
well as the cm:nputer print-out 
from which courses are chosen. 
Both students and advisors 
should be better informed of 
course content and class polides. 
Students then would be better 
prepared Lo make intelligent 
choices. 
form a 11 y signifies that the and th~ av~~ability of v.:omen: ..,2,.,.3-+-+--
a ff i r :::1 at iv e recruitment·and mmonhes must_ st~Jl be 
.( 
techniques d · gathered. Ms. D!ckinson -_-""".-t--t-~1---
Task Force h::el?ped by ~e expressed optimism with the, 
filling the t .., e been used m potential of IC's program, saying 
pos · "we have the bare bones of a 
To fall within the HEW system that we can work with." 
f~ McGEORGE SCHOOL OF LAW 
i UNIVERSITY ·oF THE PACIFIC 
~ SACRAMENTO CAMPUS 
l April 1 S. 1975 1<; application deadline (or f1r<,l-year ~tudents ~eeking jur1s doctor ' dt.•gree in ·3-yeur Day or 4-year Evening 
program beginning in September 1975. 
PRE-LAW DISCUSSION FOR PROSPECTIVE LAW STUDENTS 
DATE: TIME: PLACE: 
<><:T<>BEH :21. l<J71 from <Jam lo I I am Tl)('· Cornell University Campus 
F< )R APP( )INTMtNl 
. Conlal'l. l)aV<' Cul_linµ;:., CoonJinalor, Prehtw 
Advi1mry' ~'\el~ork, CarN"r (~enter. Cornell 
OR FURTHER INFOKMATION lJniv<~rsily. \ 
Come See 
Us at th·e 
' \ 
St>/!. co111///rt<1hl<'. hrcathahl,' 
('()//Oil ('/'t'fJC (///' /11111 Sllltl//1'1 
pr1111t.'d.r11r1111 (//1' her. Just tll,· 
kind of dorh,,.1 ro tt1kt' you through 
the cha11g111g se11so11. ll'c t'tJl'f'_I' Cl com-
. plt.'re col/ectw/, _for 111e11 1111d wo111e11. 
in standard .·l111erict111 s1;e.1. Come .H'<' 
our 11e1J Fall co/lectio11 
spendl11g spree. 
I 
• Handblocked Spreads an_d 
Rugs 
• Incense - Posters - Body 
Oils 
• Rolling Papers and Pipes 
• Silk Scarv~s and Belts 
• Handmade &lothing from ,he 
people. of , Pakistan, India, 
Israel, Mexico and Guatam~la. 
• Hand .Embroid(fred Sheep 
.. Sk i.n Coats - .. 
.· • H·c:ndcrafted Silver Je~elry. 
38 
40 
46 
50 
~ Edwai;d Julius, -1973 -Targum CW73-36 
/ 
ACROSS 
Sort of block-
shaped 
9 "I wouldn't -
for the world" 
15 Fancy flourish in 
handwriting -
16.Hydrocarbon found 
• ,1n natural gas 
17 Crea tor of 
"Gargantua" 
18 Reddish-brown 
·p1!J11t!nt 
19 Pulpy fruit 
20 Cal1fornia,Hve 
oaks 
22 Total 
23 Swampy areas 
25 Roman emperor 
26 ·:..._ out a 11v1ng 
27 Founder of psycho-
analysis 
29 Racer Gurney 
,-
WORtD 
CAMPUS 
AFLOAT 
You·u· sail . in F~bruary 
with the shfp your, class'. . 
room and the world your 
campus ... c9mbining ac-
cred_ited studies wit~ fass:i-
n_ating visits. to the·,fabled 
~ ports of the Orient, Africa, . 
_an"d the Americas. Over 
10,0QO students from 450 ' 
colleges have-already sailed 
witp WCA - Join them! Fi· 
11ancial aid available. Write 
tod~y for free catalog. . 
WCA, Chapman College · 
Box F, Orange, CA 92666 
' I 
30 - ·offer! ng 
31 Deviser of fa1110us 
I.Q. test· 
33 Make fun of 
34 Expert at sleight 
of- ~and 
38 Hebrew-tribesman 
39 Nabisco cookies 
40 Chemical prefix 
41 Chemical suffix 
42 City fn southern 
France 
46 Give up 
47 Part of a coat 
49 Senfor: Fr·. 
SO Soft drink 
51 - vobfsc1111 (the 
' Lord be wfth you) 
53 Specfffc Dynamfc 
- Action (abbr.) 
54 - Tfn 
56 Household gods of 
. the ancient Hebrews 
58 Native of ancfent 
·, ; ., . ·-. ROll)an pro~fnce 
:;: ;, :;: ~~ ,'lls1 ng one s-
. '· ·- 1mag1natton · 
60 Made of-inferior 
materials -
61 COlllbtned with water 
DOWN. 
1 Back of the neck 
. 2 Tremble, said of 
· the vofce · 
·3 Suave 
4 Malt and hops 
5 Anger 
6 "- Get Started" 
7 C0111111tted har1 kari 
(colloq,) 
8·Satchel Paige's 
specialty 
9 HfJh plateaus . 
10 Su ftx: fnfl•tory 
dts .. se 
11 Pronoll'I 
12 Ytry,·Old langu191 
13 .OtrogatOry ,...rk 
14 Jf-.,, Hoffa. e.g. 
21 Sfster , 
24 Abate, 
26 Very large, 
, polftfcal regfon 
28 As safd' above 
30 •r wouldn't -\ tt• 
32 Never: Ger' • 
. 33 - castfng 
34 Posters 
35 .. - read1111 · 
36 That whfch buflds a 
casf 
. 37 Fol age · 
41 "1-thfnk. tlll"· 
fore-• 
. 43 P9or stroke f.ft 11111,)'-
sports 
44' Sllad green 
45 SNl·togethel" 
47_8c,y's nfck111111e 
48 EntfC"ed•· 
-51 Pest presfdent of· 
HexfCO · C 
52 West '9raln state 
55 Spanish aunt · 
57 School organfzatfon 
... 
.. , 
... 
,,' 
··= 
. , "' 
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·classifieds 
27·5·5, I tove you, I love you, I love 
you, I lov• you ••. 
Love, me 
27-4-5, same as above. 
Love, m• 
The New England Patriots are' the 
greatest pro football team In the 
history of the sport. 
LOVe, 
B.O. 
-... 
O.ar 1311: 
You're no gourmet, but 
rememb•r, If :,ou come to my room 
we can really score! 
131f 
Amateur magicians wanted for an 
ICTV production. Call Jim at x794. 
For Sale: Two pairs of broken In but 
not abused Levi blue Jeans. W32xL31 
Call Pam x712 afternoons. 
'68 Toyota Corona Deluxe. 
Roommate wanted: Country llvlng In Automatic. Ji mP9. excellent 
neat farmhouse. Lots, of land. condition, needs muffler. $600. 
Furnished. Most pets welcome. 273-2285. 
Behind I.e. available. $75/month. 
Call 273°1811. · LML- J.M. & T .L.G.L. shirts should 
not be worn If one Intends to get 
drunk. 
-CVNA 
Your stereo Is what keeps me 
your roorrimate--what about my 
radio and TV and Robertls 
Raeb (Adam)-1 won't waste words 
that you already know. Ttfanks for 
saving my Ufe on Wednesday (and a 
lot of other days also). Here's to the 
forbidden frult; only forget the 
orlglnal sin-part. I love you too. Me · refrigerator. Don't transfer. 
Dearest Vicki, 
Don't fret, Craig will return before 
you know It. Then you'll be fighting 
Wanted: one person who knows as usual, and loving It. 
about cooking to host T.V. show. Lari 
Call Dann at ICTV 274-3217 Dear Sharon, 
Kosher meat is best. We should 
------------.know. 
Your Ithaca Fish and 
Chips Store features a : 
taste-tempting choice of. 
delicious golden fried chicken 
and succulent tender fish. 
with chips. Try some of each 
' at your Ithaca Fish and Chips 
Store on Route 13 across 
from Purity lee Cream. 
Larry 
To my English friends at Terr. 1 
second floor, 
I fear we shall never meet In the · 
flesh, unlds the 1ights are out. of 
course. My fondest regards to the 
Governess,. the Mistress, Ms. Berman, 
and all the rest. 
'\ Adieu, 
The "Professor" 
Bob, Mike, Skeezy and Eric, 
Thankx for all the help. Keep 
flinging those frlsbees. 
Paul-· 
UKW 
Free the Ithaca 4,000 Rooster 
I have to admit that even Dustin 
'---""--------• Hoffman doesn't have a white horse . 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I Present this· coupon for 50' off your Car'I 
I Wash PLUS a FREE Prestone Spray I I Wax ('l.05 valu~ FREE) :-
• _at . • I -· --. · --GULF --CAR WASH : 
• 
,r"~- .·_ • 
• 
-~·,.,.,,· -~~. i'.,. -.~ /40S,M11dow5t.(Rt.135outt1) • 
at the entrance lo Weston's Plilll 
• 
,. ,4, • 
~r·---
• r-' . • 
8 ' Expires Fri. 10/18/74 ----• I .,,;,-,,. A•i11:t•U•: 
............•• ------· 
Have any t11/1nt1 ,/ 
. 
· W, can ·use you in 'Ille 
· East Tower Talent Sllow. 
Tryouts: Thurs Oct. JO 
Thurs. Oct. 17 
at 9pm 
in the .back of 'the East Tower· Lobby. 
Humphrey Bogart 
• 1n 
Maltese Falcon 
Thurs. 9:30 
Fri. 7 & 9:30 
T-102 soc 
Comin_g 
Thurs.-Fri. Attractions: 
(Movies shown in T-102 for S.50. 
Thursd,ays 9:30, Fridays 7&9:30) 
FOR WHOl'Yi TH~ BELL TOLLS Oct. 17 & 18 
ST,AGECOACH ~t. 24 
HALLOWEEN FILM FESTIVAL (Free) Nov. l 
DR.STRANGELOVE Nov.·7 & 8 
NAUGHTY 90's 1'4o~. 14 & 15 
\ . - IPCRESS.FILE -~~.~-rs_-p~.:.,-: .. ~t:.;;;l§.~.A,Ji,:,.~ 
LAST CHANCE FOR 
. ' ' 
SENl·OR PICTURES 
Oct. 21_-26 is the Last Week. 
Make Appoi'ntments Now 
Diane Muller -
With 
-
Mon.-W ed. Appointmenls -
272-8028 
Bob_ Sacharof J · 
Thurs.-Sat. Appointments -
274-3360 or 'X3366 
---------'--
Call between- 3:30p.m. and 11:00p.m. 
Ariy .calls before or after these times 
cannot be acknowledgedl 
~ ... / "=', •• 
Call between 3:30p.m. and 11:00p.m. 
Any calls -before or after these times 
cannot be acknowledged! 
Times Jor pictures.· 
' 
9-12a.m. 1-5.30p.m. Mon.-Sat. 
7-9p.m. Tues. & Wed. nights. 
Preference for night appointments 
· will be given to student teachers . 
_____ ) ~, 
Students wiU not be allowed to·switoh appointments 
or SUBSTITUTE 'their own picfures 
Pictures will be taken in 
- . . ' 
the_ DeM-otte· Room of the 
~ ~~-·~~,--~ ~---~-~-~-~~. ~~- .~-----~ _ ~ Q ~-Q. ~,JI ,. 
.,, 
/,,i'' 
/;/ 
I 'i / 
,;·,,· 
r: 
,· .. HI t-,:: 
J "I i:'I 
~-' fl 
i/i 
,,, I :1 
•.-i 
'' r·•' ~~ i 
- . ' 
. ' 
'' . i
. '! 
F , 
,,,-
~-'c::=~=-==""""-':::a= .. --=.-::u ===:a.--:::::i..~1!J.EU.:.2):.::.a...a::tt ii?11!'·--~==-=-=z:s=oi:=a=~--==-~=-"""""""'~~-==.-i 
fi 
'. This Columbus DaY Be Your own Adventurer;.-. 
Dine-- fror,i .Our Excitingly 
Differe·nt Menu 
· Before.Enjoying 
-SA-NTANA 
- ' 
311 College Ave. (Collegetown) ith~~a, N.Y. 273-9090 --
OLD N.O. 9. s BRINGSBACK __ THEOLDFASHiON-EDFOO~BALLWEEKE~D -
FIRST HALF: 11:00-1:00 
PRE GAME FRANKFURTER 
AND DRAFT BEER 75¢ 
' ' 
51coa IIALF: ••0-10:00 
HEARTY-FIREHOUSE STEW AND 
KEOCHI OR IRISH COFFEE S2.2S 
-
. - .. _ 
' 
,.s. WI OPa a, 12:00 .... su•a, FOii OIR FAWs 11.000,.aua,s.a• Raeieu uuacas · · . 
/ 
. ... ~ . ·:·.- ', -. ... 
- . I~ '· .' . !,,_-;v .,.::·,·.,, , 
'. .. , .. 1"··-~ ... 11••t~.c. - . •, , .... 
. ._... ·~ ., . •'. :·\:- :!·.~: .. =,·-~·,,. 
. . 
• ,. •,_.. ' ·- •• - ~ -. ' '.!.'' 
